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Whoever said, “What you don’t know won’t hurt you”

was a bonehead, or for sure never played Killer Instinct.

Because if you don’t know how to duck a cyber-claw from

Sabrewulf, let’s just say it isn’t gonna tickle. • That’s why

you should get smart and give yourself a gift subscription

to Nintendo Power. No other video gaming mag gives

more tips on top selling Nintendo games. We’re talking

about the best of the best. Everything from the classic

Zelda adventifces to the new DK Country 2. • You’ll also

get secret codes and maps. Plus tons of extra lives and

deadly combo moves-believe us, when you come face to

a gift subscription for you. That away

when you do get stuck in a bad situa-

tion, at least you won’t freeze and

tracks.

lall 1-800-255-3700 to subscribe.
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Say hello to

Dixie, the co-star

and hero of DKC 2. She and Diddy
are the coolest customers to chal-

lenge K. Rool since the Gorilla

Glacier of last year's mega-hit,

Donkey Kong Country. This year,

you'll find even more spectacu-

lar graphics, all new areas

MjjL and smarter enemies.

k Power gets you going with

16 pages of insider strate-

gies, maps and assorted

monkey business.
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This month's preview

of the Shoshinkai

trade show in Japan
< features exclusive pics

of the fabled

b Nintendo Ultra 64

controller. It's real.

It's exotic. It's so

advanced you practically need a degree

to even think about it. Don't miss

this exclusive first look.
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The
with hats, with 3-

with total disregard for polite society. So

id warm up your brain for some
bop on any video game system.

THE
SCOUTING LIFE
Sports Scene pries inside the hottest

holiday sports releases to bring you
the full scoop. NBA Give 'N Go, NFL

Quarterback Club '96 and Frank

Thomas Big Hurt Baseball may all

champions, but how do they really

stack up to the competition?
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In Volume 75, we asked you to send in your ideas for dream games. We didn’t expect the tidal wave
of responses that came pouring in! Here’s just a small sample of what we’ve received so far.

¥ think you should come out with
a game called Final Fantasy

Generations. It would include Final

Fantasy 1, 2 and 3, like Super Mario
All-Stars. I also think you should
have EarthBound 2.

NOAH HOUSE
SEAVIEW, WA

H mm . . . my dream game? A
sequel to Super Mario Kart

You could get cool power-ups like a
plunger that you could stick into

opponents. Then, you could shoot
them anywhere you like. There
would also be power-ups that would
make a double of you. Then, other
players would waste their shells and
bananas trying to spin you out.

CHRISTIAN BRAY
ORLANDO, FL

I
think the next great game (if

you can make it) woidcl be
EarthBound for the Game Boy.

Better yet, how about an
EarthBound sequel for the Game
Boy.

BRIAN ARPIDONE
STRONGSVILLE. OH

D ragon Warrior IV and Run
Saber 2 for the Super NES.

All these games should be made by
Nintento and Rare with graphics
like those in Donkey Kong Country
and Killer Instinct.

BENTON W. FERGUSON
RALEIGH, NC

T
think that you should make a
Gumby video game. You

could have him do anything in a
video game because he’s made out
of clay.

CHRIS BERMAN
RODEO, CA

Christopher Liang

Mississauga, Canada

game would be a
** 9 sequel toSimCity, with an elec-

tion every four years or so and more
sources of info like a newspaper.

T
would like Tank Girl to become a

game on the Super NES because

the idea of a woman super-action

hero who’s pro-feminist is appealing

to many women and men. Why
should women keep on taking a back
seat to men? Arnold, Sly and Jean-
Claude get very nauseating after

their 10th macho-man film made
into a videogame.

ROBIN ORLANORI
KATY, TX

MT,

KREMS ^ he x-Files would make a

ST. LOUIS, MO. I great RPG.

F ree Willy and The Munsters.

SHANNON CALLAHAN
FRESNO. CA

CAMERON TRIPLETT JR.

BROOKSVILLE, MS

T
think it would be really cool if

you made the Mega Man char-

acters into a fighting game.

TONY STOCKER
VASHON, WA

E arthBound 2. This time Ness is

older, and can even drive his

own car and borrow money from his

mom and dad. At the arcades, he can
play way-cool games like Killer

Instinct and Primal Rage for 25
cents. He can have his own Super
NES at home and buy real Super
NES games.

MATTHEW BILLEAUDEAUX
YOUNGSVILLE, LA

Lm Robartion • Pantaeola, FL
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T
would like to see a sequel to Ken

Griffey Jr. Presents Major

League Baseball, with the following

changes: more control of pitches,

control of slides when baserun-

ning, trades, and player slumps and

injuries. But keep the graphics,

game playgame speed and stadium
animation.

AARON DOLORES
BOLINAS, CA

T
would truly appreciate it if you
made a Super NES version of

Maniac Mansion. Use 3-D graphics,

cool colors, and a more interesting

plot.

HEATHER ROGERSON
CONCORD, CA

T
t would be so cool if you could

make a Virtual Boy Metroid

game.

T
would really like to see a sequel

to the game Robotrek.

HSUEH UN
PLACENTIA, CA

y idea of a dream game
would be a sequl or prequel

to Super Metroid. It would show
how Samus Aran got her armor or

her first adventure with it.

MICKEY KELL
HARRISBURG, PA

T
think the movie Species should

be made into a video game for

Super NES and Game Boy.

PJ KLEMPA
MIDLOTHIAN, VA

T
think the ultimate video game
would be a fighting game fea-

turing the characters from Final

Fantasy III.

TIMOTHY S. EKKEBUS
SODUS POINT, NY

JOHN KROHN
MUNITH, MI

Also, thanks toJulie Dillon ofSacramento, CA,JeffJones ofHampton, VA, Mary
Sotebeer ofOwalonna, MN, Chris Apitz ofPecatonica, IL,and Cameron White of

Tonasket, WA,for suggestingano lherZeldagame.

WRITE AWAY RIGHT AWAY!
When writing us, don't forget to put your name and address on your letter,

as well as on the back of any photo or artwork you send us. Thanks!
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REDMOND, WA 98073-9733
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KILLER INSTINCT

CHRONO TRIGGER

DONKEY KONG COUNTRY

SUPER MARIO WORLD 2:SD
S

DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2:KS |UEST NOT RANKED

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: f„
L

E

IN

p«
I

T°

MORTAL KOMBAT 3

FINAL FANTASY III

SUPER METROID

KEN GRIFFEY JR. PRESENTS: MLB

MORTAL KOMBAT II

EARTHWORM JIM

EARTHWORM JIM 2

NBAJAM TOURNAMENT EDITION NOT RANKED

MEGA MAN 7 NEW

BATMAN FOREVER NEW

DOOM
EARTHBOUND
ILLUSION OF GAIA

NHL 96 NEW



32
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THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: /WAKENING

DONKEY KONG LAND

GALAGA/GALAXIAN

KILLER INSTINCT

METROID II: RETURN OF SAMUS

SUPER MARIO LAND 2: coSs
DEN

|

DONKEY KONG

NOT RANKED 38

ASTEROIDS/MISSILE COMMAND NOT RANKED

•'V': TOP 10 TEAM-SPORTS GAMES
THIS

Ml IN > : i

GAME SYSTEM RELEASE
DATE

1 KEN GRIFFEY JR. PRESENTS: MLB SUPER NES MAR. '94

2 NBA JAM TOURNAMBJT EDITION SUPER NES FEB. '95

3 NHL '96 SUPER NES SEPT. '95

4 NBA LIVE '96 SUPER NES OCT. '95

5 MADDEN NFL '96 SUPER NES NOV. '95

6 TECMO SUPER BOWL III: Smotf
1 SUPER NES OCT. '95

7 NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB '96 SUPER NES NOV '95

8 NBA GIVE N GO SUPER NES NOV. '95

9 FIFA INTERNATIONAL SOCCK '96 SUPER NES NOV. '95

10 FRANK THOMAS: ShSKu SUPER NES
|

OCT. '95

their systems for hot new games, including

Yoshi's Island and Diddy's Kong Quest. Not

shown here but bubbling just under the ten

most wanted are two long-awaited titles,

TH*Q's The Mask and Playmates'
Earthworm Jim 2. Don't mask your opin-

ions. Use the Player's Poll card at the back

of this issue to make your voice heard!

1 . NINTENDO ULTRA 64
2. KILLER INSTINCT (NU 64)
3. MORTAL KOMBAT 3 (NU 64)

4. CRUIS N USA (NU 64)
5. DOOM (NU 64)
6. VIRTUAL BOY
7. MORTAL KOMBAT 3
8. DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2:

9. SUPER MARIO WORLD 2: yosh.

10. KILLER INSTINCT

o/O-y.
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The ultimate video game system in the universe,
the Nintendo Ultra 64, debuts at Shoshinkai on
November 24th and the Famicon Space World
exhibition on November 25th and 26th in

Japan. Nintendo Power will be there to cover
the breaking news, the excitement and any I

monster attacks that may occur during the
show. Are we excited? Do pigs wallow in /

muck? The firstNU64games will be there! As
many as one hundred NU 64 units should
he on display! As-many as tengames will be
demonstrated. Still othergames will be
glimpsed for the first time via special

video tape footage. GodziHa>|s, reported-
/

ly, aHUGE Nintendo fan! (In fact, the /

biggest.) And the long awaited unveiling
of the revolutionary Nintendo Ultra 64
controller will take place. Of course,

all of the hoopla is really for the
Japanese version of the system, which
is called the Nintendo 64. The North
American NU 64 isn’t scheduled to

come out until this spring. Some of 1

what you are about to read may
change between press time and the Q
openingfof the show, but this is the
best bet-ori-what w ill-happen. %

^Q^NlNTENbOPO^ER



We knew that theNU 64 controller was going to be dif-

'v- ferent, but the reality is far cooler than any specula-

tion might have been. First off, you’re probably won-
dering if it was made for people with three hands and,

if there are people with three hands around, where are

they? No. Sorry. There’s a simpler answer. The three
' grip design of the NU 64 controller makes it easier to

use the standard cross pad on the left or the new ana-

log stick in the center. You grip the left handle of the
controller when using the cross pad and the central

handle when using the stick. The analog stick allows

players a much higher level of accuracy while control-

ling games. The stick rotates smoothly through 360°

and is made of a single piece of composite material for

extra strength. It allows precision game control, espe-

cially in high speed situations, because of its analog
design. For instance, in most racing game's, you end up
over-steering because the standard cross pad operates

on the principle of all-or-nothing-^- either you’re

turning or you’re not and the angittjf your turn
never changes. With the analog stick, you

* control the degree of change. For a slight

movement to the left, you push the stick a

short distance. For an exaggerated
movement to the left, you push it

all the way to the side. Not
every game may make use of

a the stick, but it is a significant

step above every other con-
troller in the videogame world.

^^ _ .

' On to the control buttons.

First off, the button above the
stick is the Start button. The

'• two larger buttons to the

r j '

right are A and B. The four
'

aj&Bte.'.- .. buttons to the right of those

can be used in many ways
/ H including use as an additional

^ directional control pad. Okay,

r now for the buttons you cadt
see. On the top of the controller

are Left and Right buttons, pret-

ty much in the same place as they

are on Super NES controllers. Also,

you’ll find a trigger button directly

under the analog stick. As you move
the stick with your thumb, the trigger

button feels like the trigger on a flight stick. For shoot-

ers and simulations, this set up is absolutely awesome.
Believe it or not, there’s more, but we can’t

'mention it yet. Hey, life is a mystery...at least until next
month. As for theNU 64 console, it has four built-in

controller ports in front . You’ll never have to buy a

multi-player adapter with the NU 64. Our guess is that

more multi-playergames will be programmed as a

result. The NU 64 is destined to become the first truly

social videogame system in the universe.-’

VOLUME 79 , H



Lance Barr, the head designer at NOA, worked with the
NU 64 design team inJapanon the controller.The sculpt-

ed shape of the radical new Batarang-like controller was
so complex that it couldn’t even be modeled on a comput-
er. During development, the first mock-up was created
out of clay. Lanceshowed off his finished handiwork
your Power editors and explained how it all functioned.
But the ultimate thrill was in actually wrapping our
paws around the grips and working Ihe-buttons. '

_

It’s much sleeker than it appears in the photos
— only a little wider than the Super NES '

controller, but it felt very comfortable
and the control elements wereexcept? - .

tionally well-placed. Large and small *- |
hands alike found it easy to manipulate. -v . I

None of that happened by accident. Lance v

and theJapanese team made extensivestud- ^
iesofhow controllersare used with test

groups before and during the design
process. One thing they learned is that most
games use a few buttons for most of the
main controls, such asjumping and shoot-

ing, or accelerating and braking. That’s why
the A and B Buttons are placed for easiest

access on the new controller and why they are
larger than the other buttons. They're the but-

tons that get high traffic.

^The emphasis on directional controls with
the cross pad, analog stick, four directional but-

tons and Left and Right Buttons may seem like

overkill, but the software that will make use of the
NintendoUItra64 system’s remarkable ability todisplay

super realistic 3-D graphics may takegames into a whole
new realm of control in which it won’t be enough to move
left and right and up and down. You may also have to

move into a scene, or move two characters independently
at the same time. The beauty of theNU 64 controller is

that it will allow forgame designers to stretch their imag-
inations in new directions, and for game players to follow’

their lead into unexplored worlds.

Shoshinkai exhibits games fortwo audiences. The dis-

tributors arid retailers want'to see what games wdlLbe hot
in the future so they know what to order. The gamers
want to play the hottest new games before they appear in

the stores. Put the two groups together and you end up
with a bunch of guys in suits watching and listening to a
bunch of kids injeans playing video games. This year, the
NU 64 games will be where most of the excitement is, but
dozens of new titles for the Super NES, Virtual Boy and
Game Boy systems will also make their debut.

M^NINTEWO PO)VER



O.TFU caoAiv;" j
This is the trickiest category to anticipate.The fact of the mat-

ter is that Mr. Yamauchi, the president of NCL, will decide’ =

whichgames will be shown shofffyjbeforeihUShow opens. '»

Somegames may exist only in self-runninjfdemos while others

may have a level or two of play and others riiaybe finished!'- --

That’s typical of such shows where publishers want to show off

their qiost exciting products, whether they’re finished orrvpt.

SecurityTias been extraordinarily tight at NCL, so the surprises'

could be big time.

'

' v Q: What is Shoshinkai?

A: Shoshihkai is an annual trade show sponsored by
Nintendo’s product distributors inJapan. Nintendo and

its third party licensees showcase their newest upcoming
products for the distributors. This year, Shoshinkai takes

place in Makuhari, an international industrial/commer-
cial project north of Tokyo in the Chiba district.

Q: What is Famicorri Spate World?
A: Space World is a free show for the public that follows

the one day Shoshinkai. Gamers who wish to attend neetl

only pick up an entry pass at any official Nintendo retail

location inJapan.

Q:How manyNU 64 games will be shown at Shoshinkai?

A: We don’t have a final number, but it could be as many as
™ ten games.We expect there to be 100 N,U 64 units with

EL demonstration software.

fe^heJapanese version of the NU 64 coming out before

^ the North American version?

A: Thejapanese Nintendo 64 is scheduled to be released first.

Q: When will the Nintendo Ultra 64 be released in North
'

America?
A: April 1996. No change.

VOLUME 79 . ,13



K. Rool and his Kremlings! The program-
mers at Rare show off their astounding techno

ardry in yet another 32-megabit wonder!

nzvy

If you think

Donkey Kong 2:

Diddy’s Kong
Quest is just a re-

hash of the first

DKG, think again!

This pak is

crammed to the

gills with new and

improved features,

not the least of

which is the si/.c of

the world you’ll be

exploring. Rare

squeezed about 50%
more game area into

the sequel than was

in the original, but don’t think for a second that any-

thing was sacrificed in return. DKC2 is a visual feast,

itslush graphicssurpassing anythingever seen in a 16-

bit game, or even most of the so-called “next genera-

tion”games now available. Going beyondjust shading
and texturing, Rare somehow made the characters

sound effects

also got the

royal treatment,

and as you listen

to the shifting

timbers aboard

the Gangplank Galleon, you’ll have to look out the

window to make sure your whole house hasn’t set sail!

Of course, none of this would be worth much without

terrific game play, and DKC2 has it in spades. New
puzzles, new abilities, new bonuses and new enemies

are just a few of the things you’ll encounter in the first

stage alone! In a season with no shortage of fantastic

SuperNES releases, DKC2 is a true standout!

14 NINTENDO POWER



DIDDY’S KONG
QUEST

Crocodile isle
KingK.Rool now fancies himself a pirate, taking on the title of “Kaptain” and
ordering his Kremlings to dress up as peg-legged buccaneers. In the best

(worst?) pirate tradition, they’ve kidnaped Donkey Kong and are holding him
for ransom in their lair on Crocodile Isle. Now it’s Diddy and Dixie’s

turn to play hero, swinging, jumping and bopping their way
across six massive worlds (each with multiple stages) in search

of their hapless comrade!

GAVfrJlJllflL jgj^ ;;
f*j

c~y

l to &
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Besides getting help from family members, our endan-

gered (bio wilLftfeet un with some new animal buddies

along the way. Old friends Rambi, Enguarde
Squawks will also put in several guest appearances.

{jritMMev Dipt*
With his natural Clapper's frosty breath

will cool down some
bodies of water just long

enough for you to swim
or slide to safety.

flashlight.

Glimmer will lead

you through some
of the murkiest

waters around

Crocodile Isle.

.SqUiW*
Squitter can defeat ene-

mies with his webs, and
he can also reach high

places by spinning plat-

forms out of them.

You can hitch a ride

on Rattly's back and

jump higher and far-

ther than you
would have }
ever thought .

possible.

"t KlUftfa?

111
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DIDDY’S KONG
QUESTOiddy’s New Cool Stuff

These are legal tender
throughout Crocodile Isle

f

and beyond, and you'll

find a lot of them
strewn about. They
may not be gold dou-
bloons, but your fam-
ily members will

accept them for any
services rendered.

Minted by Cranky Kong him-
. self. Hero Coins are special

tokens that the old monkey
» has planted along your

path, one per level. If you
collect them all, you just

might prove to him that

you're hero material!

They may be old, but Kannons are

e

owerful enough to hurl you to

onus stages. You must find a

Kannonball to make

What would an adventure be without some serious you’ll also find a shipload of new barrels, balloons

swag to bring home afterward? Not only is there and whatnot that will make yourjob of heroing a bit

enough cool treasure around to choke an elephant easier. There are a few items we haven’t shown here,

(and maybe get Cranky to quiet down for a minute!), but you’ll find out about them soon enough!

Kremkoins are rarer and more
valuable than Banana Coins, and
they are hidden in secret areas,

p usually reachable only through

t Bonus Barrels. Klubba accepts~"v only Kremkoins, and you'll need 15

to pay the toll.

x>

V.

like regular Blast

Barrels, shooting

you off into the air,

except they can
only be triggered by

the character that's

pictured on the side.

r These can carry you

for short distances

over lava pools, but

they must be inflated period-

ically or they'll crash.

^j, Bonus
45 Barrel
m£ Jump into a Bonus

Barrel for a quick trip to^ a bonus stage, where
Kremkoins and other special

swag are often hidden.

Hotffter

BSrrQl
Like the name implies, a

Rotater Barrel can be turned

by using the Control Pad before

you launch yourself into space.

+ 5ml —Bffrrels

adds time to the clock, while

the Minus Barrel subtracts

1 it. Some other ar

I timed as well, but there's

way to affect the timer in



Ahoy! Kaptain K. Rool’s

flagship, the Gangplank
Galleon, has run
aground off the coast
of Crocodile Isle (okay,

so he’s a pirate, not a

sailor). Her decks are
awash with Kremling
cutthroats, but you
decide to investigate,

just in case. Since this

is your first time doing
the hero thing, you
might need some help
finding your way.
Donkey Kong managed
to leave a trail of
bananas as he was
dragged off, so if you
ever get turned
around, follow the yel-

low fruit to the end of
the stage. Aye! Ahrr!

/ mi0*0*

Look tor a lone

banana that con-

ceals a Blast . ]

Barrel. This is .. .

your ticket to a

Bonus Barrel!

Monkey MhsetaM
This is where that old fossil, Cranky

Kong, has got himself tucked away.

You can probably skip his advice at

first, but if you really run into trouble,

he can point you in the right direction.

The more you pay, the better his tips.

'pflnit

This is the first stage, but there’s more ip >3

than enough to keep you occupied. Try |f i |

throwing your

partner upward

to see what you

can find, but

don’t forget the

cargo hold,

down below.

You’ll learn a new skill in this stage: the art of

hanging by your tail. (Ouch!) In this and

other stages, you’ll find hooks suspend-

ed in mid-air, and you can grab onto

them and swing across wide gaps.

You’ll also find an Invincibility

Barrel and two bonus stages here,

you’re invulnerable, run

in and look for large

onto. If you’re quick,

you can mow down a Kruncha or two and clear the way

to a Bonus Barrel.

K9n9 KfUeg*
Be quiet, class! Mrs.

Wrinkly has a lot to cover

today, so let’sget settled. I

f

you need tips on using

your abilities or defeat-

ing enemies, Mrs.

Wrinkly is your gal. Once
she teaches you some-

thing, you can review that

advice again for free.

18 NINTENDO POWER



DIDDY’S KONG
QUEST

The Kaptain left e|| .

behind his henchbird, ^
Krow, to ward off any :

_
who dared board the

Gangplank Galleon. 1

He (or maybe she?) is Q ,
HQ

armed to the beak

with a nest full of

giant eggs. Jump on
the eggs to stop their bouncing, then crack them
open on this birds humungous head!

You probably won’t need

a flight yet, but Funky’s

here just in case, dude!

Topsail rouble
As in Mainbrace Mayhem, the bulk

of this stage consists of swinging

along the rigging of the ship. Look
for places to jump down, up or out

onto. There’s even a spot where you

Ai MHQ can use

enemies us

s"'ps lo a

SufnkyS Bonus
B*nan«a
It’s time to put on a tacky poly-

ester shirt and test your knowl-

edge in front of a studio audi-

ence! There are three games of

varying difficulty, and if you
answer all of the questions cor-

rectly, you’ll win extra lives.

Now, let’s meet our contestants!

lockjaws Locker
Here’s your chance to make iuUfl

like Jacques Cousteau and I
venture “into ze mysteer-ious I
underwatair
w o r Id I
Among the

scattcre d (HjiBUS
rels are small

crevices which contain gobs of
bananas and coins.



Wouldn’t you
know it? It’s

your first bal-

loon ride, and
it’s under-

ground! Use
the control

pad to maneuver around ene-

mies, but watch your altitude.

The balloon will slowly sink, so you have to get to the next gasjet

before you’re engulfed in lava. Look for a Bonus Barrel under
the halfway point.

Crocodile Cftiidron
Leave it to the good
Kaptain to plant his

headquarters on a dan-
gerous volcanic island!

Besides the scores of
enemies, you’ll have to
deal with seething lava

pits and boiling under-
ground lakes. Though the
stages aren’t timed,
many of the situations
demand that you make a
move within a few
moments or disaster
will strike. At other
times, there may be sev-

eral bonus items in front
of you, but no way to col-

lect all of them safely.

There may be no single
correct move, but what
you do may mean the
difference between
being able to afford
advice, paying Klubba’s
toll or gaining some
extra lives. The choice is

yours, matey!

[\v

Cranky can be pretty full of himself,
and you have to wonder sometimes
if he really knows what he’s talking

about, or if he isjust spouting off to

impress you. Go ahead and take a

cheap tip or two from him and
check them out, then you can decide
for yourself.

Hid*
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DIDDY’S KONG
QUEST

You can probably get by without any

major help yet, but paying one coin

for a lesson on web platforms is

worth it. Mrs. Wrinkly is so nice, it’s

If you’re low on lives, hitch a ride to

Gangplank Galleon to get more.

If you want to fully explore this

.smge, be gsgpsg

»

vei\ care- Vif*' re
fill. Clapper

the water

cool, but only for a few seconds

at a time. Don’t stay under long,

or you’ll be monkey soup!

It’s Blast Barrel time as you fly

through the air with the greatest

unease! Use Dixie’s helicopter

spin technique to get to the

Bonus Barrel off to the right of

the start point. Besides a

Kremkoin.
can also i]M

Coin.
,

3y.,

Srifnfefc 1^5
liningi

Okay folks, let’s

meet our contes-

tants! And you

are...Diddy and
Dixie? You’re

not some sort of

retro rock

group, are you?

Hit*
Trust us; 15 Kremkoins
is a bargain price!

sm mu
mp
Don’t pass up any of
the treasure chests

in this stage. Use the

team throw to get to

the ledge above the

entrance and grab the

chest there. Try to find a

Kannonball.
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stages and grab some extra lives

before things get really hairy.

The SATs i

(Superhero KKgajjjj

Aptitude Bl|Sr1
Tests) are jSSaKB
coming up, so

be sure to SB&Sra®
brush up.

You’ll do your best for

old Mrs. Wrinkly, won’t

you?Of course you will.

This Bonus Barrel

appears near the end of

the stage. Jump before

the Kloak can block it.

You start off the stage paddling around in

the dark, but Glimmer soon shows up to

shed some light on things. His headlamp
shinesonly in the

din < u< hi \. m u |v
"

totcMrttt KMtv
When you first start the stage, head left instead of
right. Use Dixie’s better jumping ability and heli-

copter technique to get to a cluster of four bees and a chest. Don’t

jump into the Blast Barrel until you’ve found the Hero Coin!

Qlichj
What? Another
wrecked ship? Hasn’t
K. Rool ever learned
how to drive these
things?! Well, you may
have steering prob-
lems in this level, too,
especially since some
of the stages don’t give
you much time to look
around and gauge your
next move. In Barrel
Bayou, for example,
you often have to
destroy a Kloak before
he tosses out a bee
that blocks a bonus
item. At other times,
though, if you let him
go, he’ll throw out a
chest with a terrific
reward in it!
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fm 2in9 $mi
The only vul-

nerable spot

on this buzzer

is his stinger.

Yowza! After

you hit him a

few times,

he’ll change
his form.

Kri?z*j
Step right up and enter

the world’s most danger-
ous amusement park!

Take the ride of your life

on Kremland’s Target
Terror roller coaster,

guaranteed to make you
regret those double chili

dogs you had for lunch!

Visit the Bramble
Scramble maze, where
one false move will end
your ride permanently!
There’s no admission fee,

but between your money
or your life, you know
which one we’d choose!

So remember the name,
friends: Kremland! It’s a

killer place!

mts mim
Alright, students, open your

books to page...Mr. Kong, is it?
1

no more of your shenanigans!

HlnlktU MSrsVil KluUiff's
If you hit Cat-O’-Nine-Tails

just right, he’ll throw you

high enough to reach a

Bonus Barrel. Be careful of

his whipping tails, though.

By now you

probably
know that all

of Klubba’s

secrets are

related, but each toll gives you access to a

different part of that secret place.
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This is possibly the toughest stage in this level.

Jump over the thornsjust to the right of the start

to find the letter “K." Once you get the

Invincibility Barrel,jump down the first gap and

haul tail to a Blast Barrel over on the right.

climb up the platforms

behind you at the start,

thenjump across the gap.

Once you’re back on the

roller coaster, keep jump-
ing to find more bonuses.

I Rickety
a Use the team throw to

Tuvan t»i*w
Whatever you do, resist the impulse to jump at every barrel! The
Check Barrels open gates, and theX Barrels close them. If you hit a

gate, say goodnight to one of your characters. There’s a Bonus

Barrel over the crest of a hill that you won’t see until it’s too late to

jump for it, but don’t worry about missing it. Chances are you’ll have

to repeat this stage several times, anyway!

DIDDY’S KONG
QUEST

Sanity's Sonus

The questions in the first

and second games are usual-

ly pretty easy, but the third

game has at least one
stumper. Pay attention to level names, and check the

instruction manual for other important information.

HUSUUm
You’ll find Cranky’s

hints very vague in this

level. He’ll sometimes

hint about some sort of

bonus, but he may not

give you a clue about

where it is in the stage.
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KreepvKrow has an entire g. < Hi
squadron ol (live-bomb-

ing buzzards determined Tmfc
to keep you from reaching

the nest at the top ol the
' " ' ' £?*"'

j

mast. Though the birds don’t look substantial, they’re sc

good stomp on the head.The one that looks solid, though,

gun for. Grab the barrel that appears and use it on Kreep

Spiny’s, Klampons and Kloaks, oh
my! There are more than ghosts

flitting about in this stage, and just

remember that while some ene-

mies can be taken out with a stomp
on the head, others are vulnerable

to a cartwheel or a spin. If you’re

unsure about grabbing a phantom
rope, wait a few seconds to watch its

mm®*

It’s back on track for the

Kong pair, racing against the

clock and away from Kackle’s

cold dutches. He looms just

behind your roller coaster

car, waiting for the timer to

run out on your ride and
your life! Look for different

tracks tojump onto to reach

bonus stages.

Avast! We’re in for it

now, me hearties! The
last stretch of road lead-

ing to K. Root’s Keep
passes through the ghost
town of Gloomy Gulch,
and you’ll be up to your
hips in ghosties, beasties
and bogles. Even the
ropes seem to be fickle

phantoms, fading in and
out of existence as you
swing across vast
chasms. Don’t expect
any help from the sheriff
as you wander through
town, since he’s been put
six feet under like every-
one else! Aye! Ahr! Argh-
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DIDDY’S KONG
QUEST

JjQm JjVVl\z>

You can yse the team toss to climb

the taller slopes, but what about

those backward-pointing arrows?

Many such secrets are buried in

these woods. Just make sure the

same doesn’t happen to you!

Dude! What took you so long? I was

about to check out the surf, man. I

won’t be showing up again for a long

time, so if you need, like, extra lives

Want to find the letter “K”? You’ll find

crate near the beginning of the stage.

Grab it, hop
BfcjjlKttt —

-ijr-jyyyjj down the next

step and throw

yffijafl it against the

iiMWSiKJMM right

mm
Gloomy Gulch will seem like the

Bahamas once you get to the

other side of Klubba’s bridge.

Are you up to the challenge?

rnmi zmm
SwSukyS Bonus
Utifref

You’ve probably already

guessed the info in today’s class-

es, but the lecture on bonus lev-

els has an interesting statistic. Here are our returning champs,

Diddy and Dixie! They’ve had a

terrific run on our show, and we ll

see if they can keep winning. Give

’em a big hand, folks!

The wind helps and hi

progress through this

stage. If you’d

like a little

tilian assis-

tance, go up
and left from
the starting

point to find

Rattly.
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K. KOOls Keep
At last! You’ve finally

reached K. Root’s Keep,
the Kaptain’s not-so-cozy

home atop Crocodile
Isle. You’re so close to

finding DK, you can
smell him! (Uh, well, you
know what we mean.)

Anyway, having come
this far, K. Rool knows
you’re not just monkey-
ing around, and he’s got
some special surprises

planned for you. Now,
this is no time to be
standing around,

scratching your arm
pits. What are you wait-

ing for? Get in there and
rescue the Big Guy!

mm\ Suilnk<jS Btfliss

w fiQtrinztf

* You didn’t win the new car,

but you get to keep your
platinum oven mitt!

hfobtr
Shades of video games
past! Donkey Kong Jr.

fans will recognize the

homage paid to that

arcade classic in this

stage. Just past the

entrance, the chamber
splits into two. The let-

ter “O" will appear on
whichever

path you

take, but

the right

fork also

conceals a

Banana
Coin^H

Ybu’ve got that nasty

final battle coming
up, so be sure to eat

your breakfast, dear.

DSppUrS Cffvem
You’ll probably want to move
through quickly, but there are lots

of bonuses, if you look around.

Use your momentum on the ice

to slide under enemies.

E9Stle Crush
Checking side passages is dan-

gerous but worth it in this

upward-scrolling stage. Go
through a wall to find Squawks.

Uf Klubba has set up shop far in
VUimaP & the distance. The toll is still 15

Kiosk Kremkoins, but what

find is most intriguing.

Arctic Myss
This first stage is not too

long, but it takes patience.

Use the helicopter move at

the beginning to find the let-

ter “K” and some bananas.

Once you become Enguarde, the swimming gets

easier, but the little fishies get meaner.

Mussiiw
In my day, we didn’t have all

this hint and tip business! We
figured out our adventures

on our own, and we liked it!
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You’ve rescued your buddy DK, but the

showdown turns into a rout as Kaptain

K. Rool takes to the skies in his Flying

Kroc. (Oh, so he’s a pilot now?) You’ve

come this far, so you decide to see this

adventure through to the end. You’re no

amateur anymore, so get to it!

no telling what dangers

you in the skies above

le Isle. The battle is not

over yet!

line's Flights 11
Fasten your seat

belts and lock

your tray tables.

Thanks for fly-

ing with us, and

we hope you sur-

vive the game!

MM TOvjSSi'.

Rattly’s superjump is the

only way you’re going to

be able to stay ahead of

the rising tide of

radioactive sludge!

I

yfirrila mu
Look for bonuses off in

high corners and under
platforms. Time your

bounces so you glide

under enemies as they

approach. You can also

use the Control Pad to

slow down or speed up.

DIDDY’S KONG
QUEST
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All charac

of Shiny

!

Playmate

Entertaini

Normal earthworms disappear for the winter, onl

7 to reappear on your sidewalk after the first spring

J rain. This is definitely not so with the most inlrenjdj

invertebrate in videogame legend and lore.

r worm-wiseguys at Playmates have
responded to the intergalactic success of
iwormJim wiili a si\ lish set pit I. which should

—1 he in stores by i lie holidays. Next month, I

^Nintendo Power will give you die - . '-pz£

|
detailed ins-and-outs 0(1 he long-awaited

|
game, but we couldn't wait to give you a UK

| |
>1 eview of the high points. Expect more

|
of EWJ’s unique humor. great graphics

save Princess What’s-Her-Name from I
the clutches of the treacherojs Psy- I
Crow. All-new baddies, includu tg a I

unicycling larva and catapulting sumo
wrestlers, havejoined such longtime
annelid archenemies as #4 and Ma j< >r

|

Mucus. All have taken a solemn v< >w t< >

1 squish this particular earthworm into;

|
pink pulp!

Thrw!

<6*000vv

Jim genie I

with his m
iua TenNapel poses

it famous creation.



EARTHWORM
JIM 2

EWJ concluded withjim I rouncing the

evil Queen Pulsating,Bloated,

Festering, Sweaty, Pus-filled,

E m Malformed, Slug-for-a-Bi ii i andsav-
p* m ing hergorgeous tw in, Princess

What s-Her-Name. As the sequel

opens, Jim nas successfully

wooed and won the princess’

;

heart(Not easy. Would you kiss

fl yr& spineless dirt-eater?) Oh, and by

thfiiway, the princess’ husband automatically

becomes Ruler of the Universe! Well, if you wen
abounty-hunting bird with a mean streak a mih

wide, what would you do? Yepper, faster thanjii

fccan say “I do,” the evil Psy-(Jrow has kidnapped



32 'ty&NTENDO POWER

Like its predecessor, EWJ 2 isjam-packed wiili

enoughjokes for an All-Shemp Three Stooges

Marathon.Jim idles away spare moments by snack-

ing on a tiny Elvis, complete with pirouetting pom-
padour. While excavating for a mine,Jim fitter

watch out for cracker cave-ins. There are als< > fa 1 1 ii ig

grannies, tacky carnivals and the paperwork purga-

tory known as ISO 9000. The envelope, please. This
year’s PUFFY Award (given for the most bizarre use

of a 200-pound marshmallow) goes to Puppy Love, in

whichJim must use the oversized confect ion to bounce Peter’s

puppies to safety! Tickled pink by news of morejim-jammin’
adventures? Then credit the slightly cockeyed creativity of Doug
TenNaple. He’s the guy who came up with the idea ofJim and yes,

that’s how his name is spelled. So what’s with an earthworm super-

hero, Doug.'' "I thought of earthworms specifically because they’re

underdogs. So his suit is indestructible and his head is vulnerable.”

Enquiring game-players also want to know just what’s up with all

the livestock. Doug explains that he grew up in the little California

^farming town of Turlock, where he learned to talk

cow very well, thank you. Doug created most of
the major characters for EWJ 1 and 2, including

~*sv-( ;r< >w. Princess What’s-Her-

lame, t lie evil Queen, Major



EARTHWORM
JIM 2

Mucus and Peter Puppy. ForEWJ 2, he created the Snott pack

and the new weapons, including the useless but way cute bubble

gun. He also contributed the voice ofJim. “Groovy!” Doug is par-

ticularly proud of the Villi People stage, in whichjim disguises

himself as Sally, the blind cave salamander, and paddles through

the living intestinal planet. Sally bounces off pinball bumpers
and blasts icky creatures afloat on an ocean of gastricjuices

before coming on cfflwn to compete in the goofiest game-show in

the galaxy. Doug cut his game-playing teeth on Pac-Man and still

drops quite a few quarters onDefender, “even though I’m not

airy good at it” Players rave aboi 1 t fnegroo^w graphics and
smooth animation in EWJ 1 and 2, but Doug says the secret to the

games’ success is great game play. At a time when the industry is

focusing on new systems, he likes to talk about NES classics like

Snow Bros. “On the NES you had to be a good game designer

because the graphics weren’t impressive. Nowadays the graphic

capability is so great that we’re seeing with the (Sega) Saturn and
the (Sony) PlayStation games that look great,

but the long-term game-playing appeal
may not be there.” Look for detailed ii

on EarthwormJim 2 in Nintendo Powea
next month, including lots of maps an<j

stategies.



"Mix it up. The com-
puter learns to

break your combos
pretty quickly. By
the time you get
through your second
or third victory, the
computer willknow
if you keep using the

same moves."

“Don't get fancy. All the fakes

and doubles you normally use
against a person won't work
against the computer. One thing

to watch for are the leg

sweeps, so be ready to block
low."

34 NINTENDO POWER

“Learn one character very well. Since the computer runs in pat-

terns, you have to find the patterns just by playing a lot. Don't

_

rely on your special moves.
-.q.iu. -i„ , WgJIWmui i when the computer is doing a

t . i I ", combo, it goes for auto doubles,

which are kind of rare. So if you
, |

~

.
j

want to combo-break the com-~
1 ~~ puter, you have to take the
J chance to break the auto dou-

"Learn the computer's moves. For each fighter, the computer
uses the same combos and
moves most of the time. You

just have to study what each . ; I ;
fighter throws at you. If you i

know what to expect and you
can break those moves, you'll

Finally, a tourna-
ment fighter that
pays you back. The
first 5DD entries in

the Kl™ Stamps For
Champs Tournament
automatically win
Power Supply
stamps. You also
can win one of the
5D grand prizes—

a

killer Fulgore mask
with which to fool
your foolish foes.
All you have to do
is take a photo-
graph of your victo-
ry against Eyedol.
[Check out the rules
below.) Then, just
send us your entry
by January 15,

1996.

The Kl champs at Nintendo have
some advice for beating the com
puter at its own game.

'Ms you go up the ladder, watch how the fighting style and moves
change according to the level of difficulty. Look for more combos
at higher ranks. When you
start getting to the really

advanced levels, use shorter
combos since the computer
fighter breaks the combos



WIIMIMlIMpr^

SHOTS
Take a photograph of the win-
ning screen from Killer Instinct

and send it in toJthe address
below. We recommend using a

35mm camera without a flash for

best results. Dimming the lights

can reduce glare and reflection^

Son the TV screen. Video tapefl

will not be accepted. Valfl
entries must clearly showj^f
winding screen from K|HJ
Instinct on the TV and
NES'a console without any game
enhancement devices. Please
include your name and address

on the back of all entry photos.

Send your entry to:

Nintendo Power Magazine
Kl™ Stamps For Champs

Contest
P.O. Box 97062

Redmond. WA 98073-9762

OFFICIAL CONTEST

LOST SON



JRfk ario land is

THE VIRTUAL

BOY'S BREAK-

THROUGH TITLE.

COMBINING THE SYS-

TEM'S 3-D GRAPHIC

CAPABILITIES WITH

INNOVATIVE GAME
PLAY FOR SPECTACU-

LAR (AND FUN.1) _

RESULTS. WARIO
*

LAND'S PROGRAM-
MERS HAVE MADE
THE BACKGROUNDS
AN INTEGRAL PART

OF THE GAME.
DESIGNING A VAST

UNDERGROUND
WORLD WHERE YOU
SPRING BETWEEN THE

FOREGROUND AND
BACKGROUND PATHS

TO SQUASH ENEMIES.

COLLECT POWER-UPS
AND UNCOVER A FAB-

ULOUS HOARD OF

TREASURE!

play that players

have come to

know and love,

adding a fresh,

new twist!
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You get one extra life for every 100 hearts V
you collect, and you can use coins to play

"

the bonus games that appear between levels.

If you lose your life before you reach a save
point, you'll lose all the coins you collected in

that stage.

Uvfn In &

Antler

9ULL ^io
One Viking Helmet or

two Garlic Bottles

can transform you
into Bull Wario, giv-

ing you the ability to

crash through obsta-

cles and createh Wario's after-

noon snooze is

rudely inter-

rupted by a "T * %
troop of masked
creatures, and he watches as they

make their way behind a nearby waterfall.

Following them to their treasure trove, Wario
is ambushed, but he quickly escapes, vowing

to get his revenge and all of the loot! As Wario,

you'll delve deep into the creatures' lair, col-

lecting hearts, coins, treasure and power-

ups as you go. You can store up to 99 extra

and you'll find handy save points

S6A t>KAGoN
Collect the Sea Dragon Crystal

to become Sea Dragon Wario.

Your hat now shoots streams of

fire that can destroy blocks and
most minor enemies.lives,

between levels.

ground or background. Some of t

are hidden, so while you may see i



SEA
DRAGONGARLIC

SECRET
DOOR SPRING

This happy cloud exchanges coins for enemies! First

stun the little critters, then touch them to pick them
up. Jump up and toss them into the cloud for some
extra cash!

START

Looking for a way
to get Back there?

Break the block for

a heart, then stomp
on the space again

to reveal a spring.

START

It's easy to miss this

door! Stomp on the

block and enter the

room for a 1-Up dia-

mond. Leave tne area

and return to collect

You'll need the Sea
Dragon powers to

uncover hidden items
in this stage. Beware of
enemies that can't be
stomped on. Earth-
quakes can stun them!

[INTENDO /-
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The springs in this area are very easy to find, hidden within large blocks. Their

hiding places won't always be so obvious, though, and it will take some doing to

fs-o-c./ri

Blast these blocks to

reveal a secret room and
uncover the special trea-

sure in this stage.

|\

J
\

TTw, -ri, *^ A A EXIT

1 J
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^ J |ja-.
p/P f - r
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exit "1
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You'll need the Sea Dragon powers to get this pre-

cious diamond. With a major bad guy coming up soon,

you’ll need all the extra lives you can get!

rrrrr i
wwnr**vr

^rmmmrrr

Pay 100, 200 or

I 300 coins for a

chance to collect

extra hearts, but

don't smack intom any bats!

Choose the right bag
to multiply your
coins. Choose the

wrong one, lose half

your cash!

There are bonus heart and coin games at the

end of each stage . Here you can wager what
you've collected during the stage to try to win

more. You canHW i he

oil youi

START

These overgrown guppies would love to put the bite

on you, but your Sea Dragon flames will give them
pause. One blast from your hat will send them flit-

ting back into their holes for a few seconds, giving

you time to paddle on by.

The action starts to heat up as you
take to the water! Sea Dragon
flames will destroy or delay most
of the resident nasties, but some-
times you'll j—
just have to

rely on your
swimming
skills.



Jump or dash to avoid the swinging

mace. When the dragon bounces out to

your piece of real estate, wait until the

mace is curving away from you before

you try to stomp on his head. The third

hit will put him down for the count

Stage 4 consists entirely of your battle with
your first major foe, and you can tell that your

enemies were saving up for this bout. This
raging reptile is no wimp! Grab the Viking
Helmet if you
don't already have
super powers.

vhn

EXIT

Dodge the guard s dive

bombing attack and
stomp on its exposed
underside. When it

turns into a spring,

jump toward the doors

to begin the real fight.

Mr* Fire \



You might think you
have to leap from block

to block to escape the

jagged thorns. Instead,

crouch down and let

loose a bolt of fire. Not
only will you trigger

the blocks to release

their items, you'll also

form a solid path out of

thin air.

EXIT

..

Even a certain adventurous archae-

ologist might miss this secret area

the first time around! Jump up to

the first small branch on the left.

One shot from your hat will saw a

path through the tree trunk. Make
like a lumberjack two more times
to find where the pocket watch,
the Stage 5 special treasure, has

been deposited.

Stage 5 is the perfect place to

replenish any lives you might
have used up during your big

battle with the dragon in Stage 4.

The forests of Stage 5 form a big

loop, with the exit at the far left

end. Explore the entire stage

and collect as many hearts and

coins as you can, then put them
in your account or take a chance

with the bon us games.

I
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After you activate the secret

switch, this plunger will be

ready to go. Blow up the barrier,

then spring off to the room
beyond. The dress you find

would make a lovely gift for the

Princess!

EXIT

Use your dragon fire to make the walls come
tumbling down. You'll find a diamond and a spring

that will take you to a huge hoard of coins and

hearts.

You'll need the full power of the King Dragon to get

to this underwater chamber. This switch will arm
the bomb that's sitting halfway up the waterfall.

Bombs away!

It's a constant struggle against

vicious currents and torrential

waterfalls, and it's best to pro-

ceed cautiously. With so many
enemies on land, on sea and in

the air, losing your super pow-
ers could spell disas-

ter very quickly.

NINTENDO TOWER



START

You can find this bonus area by stomping on

two blocks that lie just below the surface

of the water. Once here, bash the blocks on

the right to

release a coin

cloud. Pennies

from heaven!

The key to the exit is guarded

by a quartet of curious xarmed
with boomerangs. Just let

yourself drop to the floor of

the chamber, where you'll be in

a better defensive position.

Caution: More puzzles and perils ahead! You’ll

cross a burning desert, sneak through a haunted

house and play dodge ball with a tank, and that’s

just for starters. Let’s hope you survive long

enough to enjoy your treasure!
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The most ambitious movie of the 1995 sum-
mer season is now an exciting Super NES
action pak, courtesy of the folks at Ocean of
America. Following on the heels of the Virtual

Boy version, a first-person perspective shooter,

this latest adaptation takes the adventure even
further by offering three types of battle and
puzzle stages in two different formats. The
sadistic Smokers, led by the man known only as

the Deacon, have declared war against the

peaceful people of the floating atolls. Their
goal: capture Enola, a child of dread destiny.

Enola bears strange tattoos on her back, tattoos

that could be a map that would lead them to

dry land. As the Mariner, it is your duty to pro-

tect Enola and the Atollers from enslavement
by these latter-day buccaneers.

The fate of the world is in

VOIM ' capable hands,

so hop ab< >ard mini

C? "if
h hum. in ami gel

JT read\ foi e\plo-

JjjNV sive conflict on
the high seas!

|

You’ll face threats large

and small on the sea and
, in the air. The Smoker
i forces include one-man
' wave riders, several

*

|

types of large attack

boats and some light

aircraft. - * *

Search the platforms for pistols,

rifles and harpoon guns. Some
Smokers will leave weapons behind
after they've been defeated.

© 1995 Ocean of America, Inc. Waterworld ™& © 1995 Universal City Studios,

Inc. All rights reserved. Licensed by MCA/Universal Merchandising, Inc.
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AHEAD1 WATERWORLD

Each stage consists of four levels, always in

same order.The first is a Trimaran level where you
seek and destroy all Smoker raiders. The second is

a maze-like diving level. It's a race against time to

collect soil samples and other precious items

before your air runs out. The third is another
Trimaran level where you must rescue kidnapped
Atollers. Shoot the escaping wave riders to release

their hostages, then touch the floating Atollers to

bring them automatically aboard your
ship. The last is a side-scrolling

action level set on the rusting tow-

ers and crumbling gangplanks of
an atoll. The atoll mazes
scroll to the left or

right in endless

loops, but you can
still get lost if you’re

not careful!

Don't count on there being a

convenient way out of the ruins.

Map your route and watch your air!

& TiJ/XliT
A map marks your progress

across the seas, and you'll

receive a password after every

stage. The passwords put you at

the beginning of a stage, not at the

point you left off, and you'll lose any cred-

its or weapons you've collected.

- -

You're awarded credits for most everything

you do, including rescuing hostages and
recovering items. These credits are added up
at the end of each stage, and you can spend
them on repairs and special weapons for your

Trimaran. You can buy two weapons per stage
and as much ammo as you can afford.

This rapid-fire wonder replaces

your Trimaran's single-shot pea
shooter . It has unlimited

The standard harpoon can take

out some of the larger boats
with one shot. Each one costs

400 credits.

Mines pack a big punch but are

awkward to use. The smaller,

faster watercraft can dodge
mines with ease.

Spear Bombs are more powerful

tnan harpoons, but also more
expensive. The choice comes to

quality versus quantity.

Always spare the credits for

repairs, which are quite a bar-

gain. If your Trimaran sinks, the

game is over, no matter what!!

Though still tricky to use,

shrapnel mines can be effec-

tive against the larger, slower

boats found in later stages.

With its incredible rate of fire,

the Gatling gun is the ultimate

weapon in your "anti-Smoker"
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Your first time at the helm of
the Trimaran will probably be
a surprising experience. She
stops and turns on a dime, and
even with just a single-shot

weapon, she's more than a

match for her smaller foes. In

this first stage, most of the

enemy fire doesn't even come
close, and you won't have to

worry about taking too much
damage. In the first Trimaran level, the

compass at the top of the screen leads you
to a marker buoy. Once you clear the area

of Smokers, touch the buoy to proceed to

the diving level. In the second Trimaran
level, the compass points the way to the

atoll you're sup-

posed to defend.

Enemy fire can hurt you,

but you can bounce off of

buildings or boats with-

out damaging your
Trimaran's hull. You must
clear the level of all

Smokers before you can
take the plunge.

You can't choose
which area you visit

first, but at least the

map shows you how
much of the game
iu've completed.

'JiUllJ'lU .AlMjJ "‘iiUiJj ilU
After the secondTrimaran level, it’s time to scale the heights and
scour the depths of the atoll to flush out the Smokers. The atoll

is rather large, and if you keep running from one side to anoth-

er, the screen will scroll around in an endless loop. Grab any
weapons you can find to defeat the invaders and end the level. A
counter keeps track of the number of Smokers left. Smoker
positions are marked by circleson the map, while the boxes show
the locations of weapons.

Smoker Weapon
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WATERWORLD

The diving level begins with yon floatingjust above the battered

shell of an ancient building. Weave through the wreckage and

collect as many items as you can before your air runs out.

Running into unfriendly fish costs you air, so be careful. Soil

samples (circled in orange on the map) are worth 200 credits each,

and other items (circled in green) are worth 50 credits each. We've

charted one possible route through the building that will yield

five soil samples and 18 other items.

When swimming, your body is always in a horizontal

position, even when moving downward.

V It's worth the time and

effort to make a deep dive,

since you'll find more soil

samples lower down. Just

be sure to watch out for

fish, especially if your air is

50% orlower.Bonus Item

Soil Sample

You start the level with only a

wimpy machete. Even if you find

a stray weapon, it will have lim-

ited ammo.

You can shoot in

any direction and

take out Smokers
on different levels.

You can't fire

while jumping or

climbing,

i, • I**!— :
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Don't get caught by the

"merry-go-round" tac-

tic. The PT boats are

just as maneuverable
as your Trimaran, and

chasing them around

rocks will only land you
in hot water!

The Deacon is not one to be trifled with, but neither are

you! You should've earned enough credits to repair your
ship and buy an Uzi, at least.The wave riders are swarm-
ing like hornets, but if you show’em the business end of
that baby, they'll turn tail! Save any heavy weapons for

the second Trimaran level. If you're near the edges of the

screen, the Smokers will rocket out of your reach and reap-

pear somewhere else. Since you don't have to worry about
rescuing hostages,just hang in one place and let them come
to you.

The PT boats will outmaneuver you in

close quarters. Give them a small lead,

then move to intercept.

To collect any credits, you've got to get to the

surface before your air runs out.

Bonus Item Soil Sample

JJMTU u;\vy JUJ\J. H- |

J

That old pirate, Davy, never had cool swag like this!

Once again, the best booty is on the bottom floor,

but the obvious route down
the right side of the build-

ing is well patrolled. The
better route zig zags

through the hollowed
out center section of the

building and down the

left side.

You can't get by

these two with-

out losing some
air. Two hits can
cost you almost
half your supply!
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Now you've really ticked them off! The Deacon ups the stakes and sends a bigger armada
against this atoll. Hordes of wave riders will try to drop off their hostages on larger boats

then go back for more. When full, the boats will take their human cargo and run. If the

boats make it off the screen, the hostages will be goners! Once aboard the atoll, most of

the action takes place on the higher platforms.

There are lots ofgaps along the bottom level, so

look before you leap!

The wave riders

can't get into the

atoll without the

ramps. Block the

ramp boat with
your Trimaran

before it can get
into position.

Some of the platforms

are so narrow that you

can't climb up to them
without running into a

Smoker. Fire at an angle

from an upper or lower
platform instead.

The seas are thick with Smokers as Stage 3 gets underway,

and...where the heck did they dredge up an airplane?! Your

weapons can't damage it while it's buzzing around, but it

^will occasionally

touch down on the

water for a second or

two. Remember that

any damage you take

in the first Trimaran

level will carry over

to the second!

in

and

Stay out of the green bodt's

line of fire. Hint: they have no
rear-firing guns.

vertic;

you let gc
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past patrolling f:
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In the second Trimaran level,

ramp boats cruise in from every

direction, and your best

chance is to stock up on
harpoons and scuttle as

many of them as you

can. Don't waste time,

waste Smokers! The
maze in the atoll level

is a lot more complicat-

ed, but the Smokers don't

wander far from their

assigned posts.



Smoker Weap

a building when the

you have to find your

no open water around
> way to tell hovy close

face and no quick way
t're alwaks horizontal

ordiv-

You'll move into a vertical position if

you just let yourself drift. Chains
and seaweed will obsciirayour

view, so feel your way around.

The Smokers are armed to the teeth
and loaded for bear. Take evasive

action, and don't sit still!

Bonus Item o
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SUPER MARIO
RPG UPDATE

G ood news and bad
news on the Super

Mario RPG front.

The bad news is that the

game has been delayed. The
good news is that the final

product should be even bet-

ter because the delay time

will be used for further

development. Current plans

are for development to con-

tinue through February for

the U.S. version, which will

include text translation as

well as improvements to the

game play. Also on the good
news front, the first rough

translation arrived at NOA.
The story begins with Bowser kidnap-

ping Princess Toadstool and Mario

heading out to rescue her. When a

giant sword falls from the heavens and

shatters the star road, Mario, Princess

Toadstool and Bowser are blown far

apart in the kingdom. The game fol-

lows Mario’s quest to put the broken

star road together. The princess and
Yoshi will join his party, and even

Browser lends a claw in the end. All in a

day’s work for the most heroic plumber

in the world.

TACTICS OGRE

A few months ago we men-
tioned Tactics Ogre in Epic

Center News. This month,

we have an exclusive shot straight

from the developer in Japan, Quest.

The enhanced 3-D perspective and

multiple battle levels are clearly

shown in the screen shot. As in Ogre
Battle, the play includes both RPC
and strategy elements. Tactics Ogre
fought back from delays in develop-

ment to make a surprisingly quick

debut in Japan in October where it

promises to be even bigger than

Ogre Battle. No decision has been

made about a U.S. release by Enix,

which released Ogre Battle. One
promising sign is that Ogre Battle

has sold out in the U.S.

THE RISING SUN

R PG heaven-on-earth contin-

ues to exist injapan, thanks

mainly to Square Soft and

Enix. The most anticipated new titles

due to be released this fall continue

to be Dragon Quest VI from Enix

(scheduled for a December
release) and Romancing Saga 3

from Square, which was sched-

uled to be released in November.

The hottest epic games being

played right now, according to

our sources in Japan, are Secret

of Mana 3 and Tactics Ogre, just

released. According to Square

Soft in the U.S., it isn’t likely that

Secret of Mana 3 (or Mana 2, as it

would be numbered here) will

ever make it to the western world.

The trouble is of a technical

nature and the cost may be pro-

hibitive. That's too bad, of course,

but Square has plenty of other

gems lined up, including a second

game from the team that brought us

Secret of Evermore. The develop-

ment group at Square’s Redmond
facility began work on the new game
in October. The word from our

friends at Square is that it won’t be a

sequel to Evermore, but an even

more ambitious project.The decision

is still being made on whether the

entire game will be created on SGI

workstations.
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The quest to

escape the confines

of the imaginary

world of Evermore

continues this month in

Epic Center. The next

leg of our hero's journey

takes him through the

Ancient World and into

Gothica. We've got all

the strategies to see you
through

and

H I hen last you left Epic Center, our hero-

ic lad had braved the dangers of the

Colosseum in Nobilia and proven his

prowess. Now, all eyes turn to the west

I and the two
mysterious ruins that haunt
the far bank of the river. Your
new mission is to find the two

missing Diamond Eyes for the

dog statue, but before leaving

Nobilia, make the rounds in the

market and trade for valu-

able pieces of armor.

Then return to the

coast and prepare

for the assault of

the palace and the pyramid where new terrors lurk

in the ancient stone passages. Beyond these dangers

lies Gothica, the third world of Evermore, where the

queen plots against you. This month, we’ll take you as

far as the abandoned castle of

Ebon Keep.



.IHy Before heading south to search for (lie Diamond
* Eyes, spend time in Nobilia trading for valuable

items in the marketplace. Begin with lots of rice, beads

and spice as the basis of your trading up to the best items.

Many commodities are sold by several vendors with dif-

ferent prices. Look for the best price.

CRUNCH!
Remember the

T
rock Tiny hurled

into the sky back in

Nobilia? Well, look out! As

soon as you reach Blimp's

cave, the rock plummets

from the sky and opens a

passage to the two pots

when it crashes.

DOG JUMPING
Crossing the river won't be a

problem now that Rover has

rejoined you. Switch control over to

the dog by pushing Select, then run

andjump over the rushing torrent at

the bridge. Now go north along the

riverbank to the pulley platform to

cross over.

Mild-mannered Horace Highwater has been

digging through the ruins of the Ancient

World, looking for a way home to Podunk. So^ far, no luck. He does
’ jjf h.i\ < ”iM ul ,id\ ii «' in
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Horace using die M
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lends a hand
by healing you and confounding

enemies. He also hasTime Warp, but

he doesn't have a great attack. After
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meet Horace again, bill he will not

seem himself. Madronius, an ancient

alchemist who lives in Horace's camp, ^
supplies some extra ingredients.

I suggest that gou find
the diamonds first and
bring them to me Luhen
you have both of them!



MBitBRONZE
SPEAR

At the end of the fourth area,

which leads off of the central chamber
from the upper right, you'll find a Mad
Monk. Defeat it to win the Bronze

Spear, then go
back to the

chasm in the

central chamber
and throw the

spear across.

COLLOSIA
. Built on a colossal scale, the hall holds secrets in its

’walls and one of the Diamond Eyes in its vault. First

off, Reveal the bridges in the central chamber. The switch

opens the first of four side areas in the hall. Explore each

area thoroughly, looking for more switches. Press against

the walls, too, searching for

hidden tunnels.

MINI-TAVR
This freak of nature may be
half bull, but you should still

take him seriously. His stomps
wrack-up damage on the boy
and dog even if they are stand-

ing across the room from this

monster. Set the dog on
Attack. Alchemy
such as Flame add to

destruction of the beast,

shouldn't last too long and

MEGA-TAVR
When you throw die Bronze Spear
overthemiddleofthechasm.it hits

a switch, causing a bridge to

extend. Cross over and say hello to

Megataur. The Megataur's most
dangerous attack is its use of
Confound. If afflicted by this,

you'll find that'your controls oper-
ate .opposite to what the)’ should.

While afflicteSryour alchemy and _
Call Bead attacks stilUzoom in on tile enemy. If you beat
Megataur, you'll find the first Diamond Eye.

[MAN'S BEST FRIEND
Rover can't climb the pyramid, so you have to

open the outer gate. Stand on the switch to die left of

the door, then guide the dog inside.The boy now goes in

from the top. Inside, use the dog to activate gate

switches, allowing his master to reach him.

PYRAMID
BOUND

The second Diamond Eye i

the pyramid. Stop by the camp to

and purchase more alchemy ii

ents. Go south to the river, and
the pit using

Reveal. Battle

two guards out-

side before

preparing to

penetrate the

secrets of the

lilted tomb.



RIMSALA
Rimsala, a giant, angry'mcdallion, whirls around ii i MM’DIfPffrffllflirTM
the room attacking vou along with lour matues Bmi iLaB
ill. ii have come to I He. When von see lire reflect- «RSflBSKBS^9|
ing off the top of a statue, it's alive. One blast of a BaL --

level or 4 alchemy stops a statue cold, lint

Rimsala is tougher. You'll h ave lo figh t i t for quite

awhile, healing yourself as necessary. It's fairly
1 •

i i< >i,l Rimsala'sattac ksv> vou don't need to

find a safe snot. If
:
it! uses Confound on you, just

stay put and blast ii with alchemy and powerfufCall Bead attacks such as Fire

Eyes' Heal Wave. Success is rewarded with the second precious Diamond Eye.

iJP” mo1

BACK TO CAMP
fBack at Horace's camp, you'll find that he has

Amoved on. Madronius suggests looking near the

river. After a good night's sleep, head east and meet
Horace. Give him the

Diamond Eyes, even if he
seems a bit odd. Off he races

to Nobilia, leaving our hero
to follow after stocking up on
alchemy elements.

NOBILIA
Return to Nobilia across the

burning sands. You'll bejust in time to

see the mad Horace restore the Diamond
Eyes in the Sacred Dog statue. Suddenly,

the stone dog transforms into the power-

ful Aegis, a being of steel and hatred.

AEGIS THE DESTROYER
This evil bucket head fires lightning bolts that turn into other

creatures such as Bone Buzzards. Bad Dawgs, and Will O'Wisps.

fake out the minor enemies, then attack Aegis with alchemy
formulas. Mi should stock up on ingredients on the coast

before going inland to Nobilia. Heatw
attack to hurl in Aegis's

face. Any alchemy attack

formulas that you have
up over the game such as

Hardball or Flash work
Preserve your Call

Beads unless the going gets

ough. In this case, yo^
don't hate much to

worry about.



TINY'S
BIG TOSS
old friend Tiny plays a helpful

after the defeat of Aegis. The real

shows up, notices the energy core about to

go critical, and calls Tiny over. With a mighty heave, the

humongous hurler launch-

es the core. A report from
Madronius shortly there-

after reveals that the core

blew a hole in the ground
near the camp.

IN THE
BARK

Hike up the riverbed

near Horace’s camp then

jump into the ravine. You’ll

tumble into the dark

tunnels below. Fight

off the Oglins, or let

your canine compan-

ion sink his teeth into

them, and use the

warp points to reach

Aquagoth’s lair.

AQUAGOTH

'extjd rm\W

WARPED
The warp points in the

rtunnel connect to distant

warp points elsewhere in the tun-

nel. The tunnels themselves seem
to repeal endlessly. Make a map
from the first warp point.

Aquagoth sits in the middle of the latticed chamber where tenta-

cles spear up from below. The tentacles may damage you, but con-
1 cent rate instead on Aquagoth, firing alchemy attack formulas at

the guardian of the tunnel world. If Aquagoth falls, the tentacles

also fail. If you have lots of alchemy elements, the bat-

tle won’t last lot®,

[INTO THE
LIGHT

After Aquagoth succumbs to

your onslaught, a basket appears

dangling from a rope. Climb in

and the basket will be pulled up

into the light by a strangely

dressed fellow. When your dog is

pulled up after you, he will have

transformed into a pink poodle.

IVOR TOWER
Explore the outer areas

of Ivor Tower and talk to

the residents to learn

about the Pig Race
and sideshow. Look
inside houses and
•behind them.



^JMPVWhen is a poodle not a
T
poodle? When it has the

head of a pig. Amazingly, your

pooch appears in the freak

show with a pig’s head. That’s

worth the price of admission.
TCome inside! Come inside! The freak

show at the end of the alley will astound

and nauseate you, not from Mr. Head or the

Unigoat, but from

the horrendous

I

’
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The real porkers don’t stand

chance when your Pigpoodle

enters the race. The
result will Ik* an invita- / r

lion to dine with

Queen Bluegarden

in the castle.

DINNER WITH
THE WINNER

The Queen has invited to

dinner the owner of the win-

ning pig, who just happens to

be you. Unfortunately, before

you even get a bite, your

dog gets you in trouble

^ once again.

THE MUTT MAZE
Map your progress through the base-

ment maze. You need to find an old lady

i a key and a room with a bookshelf that

I

hides a secret pas-

sage.

The old saying, ‘Out (

T
the frying pan and into

the fire,” sums up what hap-

pens to your furry friend. The
Queen’s chef mistakes him for

the main course and is about

to make poodle bacon when
the dog escapes down a chute

to the basement.

LOCKED UP AGAIN
'Breaking out of this jail takes about five seconds.

Once the dog slips free of the jail cell,

scamper over to the gate and step on

l lie floor swiu li. When one ( ha

i

- is in trouble, maybe the other

character can help.

r^^^The only way out of the <

through the last jail cell. Opei

cells by stepping on floor switches an

the prisoners

1 1 !.u .Ili.iek. In f
final (ell. w&
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1< i .iyou

secret passage

that takes you to

the royal sewer.

vorjn



SEWER
SLIDE

rents in the sewer

sweep you away. Crawl out

of the water where you can

and look for items. Eventually,

you’ll find a door that leads

back into die castle.

USSa* STINKING UR
3jp|r THE PALACE

T
Emerging from the sewers,

you and Fido smell like a couple

of ripe carp. A guard meets you,

pinches his nose, then leads you

off to see the queen. Something

smells like a rat

FOR QUEEN AND
COUNTRY

What’s this? The queen
needs your help? She wants

you tosneak over to Ebon Keep
and lower the drawbridge so

that her troops can storm the

place. You agree, but reluctant-

ly. Something is afoot

TThe Chessboard lies at the center of

the maze, but you must fight past Bone
Buzzards and other critters to reach it.

M"vn Inc kwiseon

till (Mill.

The aninlated Knight trundles

about th£ giant chessboard

and attacks by running into

you. Fight back with your

strongest weapon and the dog.

(Conserve your alchemy ele-

ment^ for later

bat ties.) Use the ' f

large statues »_ - jgy

for some pro- BgSS&EnlH
tection.

,
_

p
~ 5

J^^Unlike Alice in Wonderland, our

hero descends from the absurd chess

match into a secret passage leading to

danger. Move through the tunnel as

quickly as possible,

dodging the aerial BIS
attacks as best

you can.

yno power



to the branches

of the trees for aid in pen-

etrating this maze. The little

blue gremlin is a shape-shifter.

If it appears, you know you

took the correct path.

The forest beyond the stream in

the jj^avinejpis home to

Timberdrake, a fire-breathing

dog, but you can fight fire with fire.

Blast the big worm with Fireball at

level 3 or higher. If you toast the ser-

pent, you’ll win*
_< K m

)

< c >ins and the

Lance, another

ol the awkward

When you stepouft of the forest, six

shape-shifters scatter in front of you.

Two of them combine to form a Bad Boy

a mockery of 57011r hero. The Bad Boy

.attacks using

your weapons
and alcheim

Co 1 m u 1 a s .

iisiii'^ powerful

weapons. The
Lance ijy>trpngjbut

hard to use,just like

the other speaitf in

thegams

INTO EBON
KEEP

c^^F^The Ebon Keep Inn doesn’t

get much business these days. No
one is in the main area, but there’s

an armor shop to the right Buy
armor and the shop keeper gives

you the Bazooka. Now, go back and

n stay at the Inn.

Step into the dry

sewer pipe to sneak into

the old castle of Ebon
Keep. Follow the pipes

until you find a door that

leads out to the town.

OMNITOPIA
The madness isn’t over yet. After foiling Queen Bluegarden’s

plans to take over Gothica, the boy and his dog will find

L themselves in the futuristic world of Omnitopia. Here, .

JL Prof. Ruffelberg labors to put right what went AJ
^ wrong so many years ago. Will he succeed and
send our hero back home to Podunk? Next month,

Epic Center covers the final chapter of this

Mj adventure in Epic Strategies.

RATTY 7"*.'

Prepare to be plagued by the

King of the Rats Verminator.
1 re r u r 1

He uses Acid Rain, Drain
;

I tell ya!

and other formulas, and he

has lasting power. Take lots

of Honey with you.



CAN YOU CHANGE
HISTORY

7

^Put yourself in command / j f®

of the greatest naval ffr^
battles in history, as

|

i '
\ Z ^

super powers from *
across the world collide for control

of the Pacific Theater of Operations.

PTO II recreates

the great struggles

of World War II,

from the days
before the attack

on Pearl Harbor to

the end of the war. Like most Koei
games, PTO II lets you do more than

simply fly a plane.
sign I List W. apl Info HBwi llDlion -j-

7
-wjp' ”• “TTig To win, you must

supply and direct

\
entire fleets, com-
plete with bomb-
ers, battleships

and submarines.

AIAYWNEN REUCAT8ANI
RULED THE PACIFIC OCEAN

In PTO II, you com-
mand either the

Japanese or the U.S.

Navy. With thebomb-
ing of Pearl Harbor,

Japan weakened the

United States and
became the greatest

power in the Pacific.

As World War II

began, Japan won a string of battles, but the United
States had enough factories and workers to rebuild its

navy. By the end of the war, American ships ruled the

sea, and the U.S. Hellcat war planes dominated the sky.

Whether you control the Japanese Navy, with its

early advantage in power, or the recovering American
forces, you'll take part in a conference at which you'll

discuss ways to win the war, set goals, and give general
orders. Once the plans are made, it's your job to carry

them out, using your bases, fleets, airplanes, land

forces, and submarines. You'll have to be a crafty mili-

tary strategist to protect your ships and reach your
goal.

MAKE PLANS, PREPARE ^
WEAPONS, FIGHT TO WIN!r /

Winning a war, especially a

world war, takes preparation.

Though you begin the game
with a world-class navy, you
must update it to ensure victo-

ry. To improve your navy, you
will need more planes, ships,

and submarines. To build

more planes, you simply tell

your production lines what to

build. Building warships is

another matter. You can con-

tinue to build more of the

same ships that you had when you started the war, but
if you're looking for the best way to win, you need to

make not just more, but better ships. Your factories

have designs in mind. To create new warships,go to the

New Warship Screen. Remember, that you need
money to make new ships and planes. Don't squander

your funds, or you'll

regret it later.
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YOU ARE NIT THE ONLY 0

*HN CHARGE OF THIS WAR

You may be in charge of the navy, but this war is a team effort

Each month you'll attend a conference at which high-ranking

officials make decisions about the war effort. If you skip a

conference, the others will make decisions without you. You
participate in this conference using special cards. If you want
to suggest an idea, use a "Plan" card. If you have nothing to say,

use a "Pass" card. You can even use a "Refuse" card when you
disagree with another committee member.

RE'IIVE THREE CAMPAIGNS
SEVEN SHORT SCENARIOS

History is not divided up into game •.

levels, and neither is PTO II. It is '•
. .v

divided into short scenarios and full earn- \
paigns. PTO II includes seven short scenar-

|

Thp rUv of Inf • )?/ a /,n iosin which you command your forces as they fight some of the \(

ink of War: II ••‘26/41 most decisive battles of the war. To win a scenario, you must meet

Glwfter Offensive: Ii. '2,7/42 certain goals, such as sinking a certain number of ships. The Final

A^froac h iny V-Uay: 11 ijf/44 Days, for example, is a short scenario that recreates the U.S. attempt
Southern Operation: 12/ 9/ 41 tofinishthewarbydefeatingJapaneseforcesinlwoJimaandNaha.

of Midway:
.

6/ 4/42 When you play this short scenario, you begin by selecting your

Operating A-GO '

" an
’

5 / 3/44
goals. Next, you have one turn to move your forces into position—

Battle ax Leyte: 10/18/44 either to defend your territories if you areJapan, or to move closer

The Final Days: 2/19/45 toJapan if you command the U.S. forces. Once you've finished, the

ijj,, select a scenario enemy gets a chance to respond. Once both sides are in positionand
,'

.r, -.'.cenarjos the battle begins, yourjob is to select targets and objectives. Even i f

you win the battle, your victory will not be complete unless your

which wm «ou objectives are met. PTO II has three full campaigns: The Brink of War
jpjjvg-

1

(November 26, 1941); The Counter Offensive (May 27, 1942); and
!

1 -S.A. Approaching V-Day (March 31, 1944). To win a campaign, youmustcap-

Both Sides ture
>
our enemy's capital city, reduce your enemy's productivity to

Demo Game zero, or increase your base productivity to over 1,800. World War II last-

ed more than three years—don't expect to win a campaign overnight.

The Final Days: 2/1!

Dioaco select a scenario.

Japan
Both Sides
Demo Game

A SUCCESSFUL COMFEREMCE
Each month you will attend a conference. If you command
the U.S. Navy, you'll attend with the President, two mili-

tary leaders, the Secretary of the Treasury, and the

Secretary of State. If you command thejapanese Navy,
you'll go with the Prime Minister, two military leaders, the

Minister of Finance, and the Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Yourjob will be to propose ideas and win approval. Not all

of the members get along. In order to win a vote you need
toget two other committee members to agree with your

proposals. These charts show the level of Dissatisfaction

between characters. A level of 30 indicates that the charac-

ter on the left column agrees with the character on the top

row. A level of 70 indicates disagreement.

USA. P A G T S
President 50 50 50 50

Admiral 50 60 40 60
General 50 60 40 70

'h
"dSS“

,y Treasury 50 60 70 60
the Secretary of State 50 40 40 60

Japan P A G Fi Fo
Prime Minister \ 50 30 70 40

Admiral 50 70 50 50

General 30 70 80 50
'he^le

' Finance 40 50 50 50
theMjnieter F°re

^ja |rs 70 50 80 50
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If you thought managing a city was tough, try guiding
an entire civilization from the Bronze Age through the

21st Century! Here are a few tips to help budding rulers

shape their humble tribes into world powers.

| Solid Foundations

The toughest and most

engaging part about Sid

Meier's Civilization is

deciding which new tech-

nologies to master at any
given time. Many first-

time players fall into the

trap of developing only

technologies cent

around military strength.

While you want to defend

your society, you alsoWant
to .ensure that your, basic

the land around your city.

You can also use the

Settler unit to change

deserts and jungles into"
'

more productive-ground,
1

plains or grassland. You'll

probabty want 'to hay

2120 vc Jakeaburs

•itPII/UANX

AA

a SSS:::

* t‘

nucs.-After the fu st few

emuries, you’ll fytve the

ration to develop a Code

The-Dfstribute ^ptiop on
e M?dn Mefitf shows

w^ereKurjaK dollarsare

HSgoing^The default set-

' jgmg- has>>50%' going

y^KiwaKls'general Tax bills

(upkeep of your city and
military, etc.) and 50% on
Science research. This

may work well for the first

few centuries, but as time

goes on, your people will

want some Luxuries. By
assigning some of your

money to the Luxury cat-

egory, you'll support the

development of enter-

tainment and the arts,

which boosts the city's

happiness. Depending on

what else is going on, you

may need to change these

ratios periodically to

speed up scientific dis-

cern vtois i

domestic a

[
and resource

'ture

• deyelop-

“tmt, agri-

ilturejand trade' are

morcp-'signilicant in the

ear'fy stages of the game.

Without enough food,

your population will grow
slowly, and without strong

trade, you won’t have

enough money to spend

on city improvements and

research. One of the first

things you should do is

build a Granary or

research Pottery, which is

the advancement needed

to make one. While the

Granary is being built, use

a Settler unit to irrigate

You might want to build a
Granary before a Barracks.

ySDme ^forests, hills or

swamps around you,

though, since these types

of terrain often produce

good raw materials or

resources, including coal,

ore and oil. Once you're

producing more food,

your population will

grow. If you develop

Construction, you can

then build an Aqueduct,

which en-hances irrigtion

and helps protect a ciWjff,

from random disasters.

| Trade / ,
The key/to financing your

growing society is trade,

which generates' a large

portion of/your tax-fev-

of Lawjyihfm Currency,
j Stovery or pay bills,

then lh6 praeper < >fTrade
D*~® A—-^uilding

encour

byj

senjt

and. foreign

cities. Once a Caravan
safely reaches its destina-

tion, its home city will get

an economic boost. The
farther away the partner

city is (it should be at least

ten squares away), the

more money you’ll make.

Building roads between

cities is a big help, and

once you start sailing, you

should send Caravans

overseas.

Putting 20% of your money on
Luxury production is a good start.

| Diplomacy

Developing peaceful rela-

tions with your neighbors

early in the game giypa^'

you time to develop:' Of
course,some societies will

be hostile no matter what,

but take advantage of
peace offerings whenever

possible. RepresentaUjtes

of other Aocietiefc'may

'

offer to exchange, tqeh-

I
ndlogy from timfi'to tirfie.

;
Thi^-'f'an be; risky, g/ce

petition for worklA
dominance increases, but

the benefits cap be’enor-

mous when you're just

'Startmgfmt. You may gain

an advance of decades or

Look for prosperous (and Men
ly!) cities to visit.

^Budgeting

^Another important fg.cy | even centuries before you

tor is deciding how" to
j

would have discovered it

spend .your tax’ money,
j
on your own. Once you
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develop Writing, you can

create Diplomats and send

them to foreign cities to

establish Embassies.

Whether your intent is

peaceful or hostile,

Embassies can provide you

with a wealth of knowl-

edge about a foreign

power, including their mil-

itary strength, resources

and level of advancement.

Sometimes intimidatiofi (but not

going to war) c^n pay off.

I Specialists

;
Wow that your eGonomyjs

up and running, how do
)you keep it balanced and
growing? One very affec-

gy that is often

iffr ci,dating>

5 to the City

Menu, th€n choose the

. City Optiop to make the

:City Screen appear. The
’ Population Roster at the

top of the screen shows

the number of population
units in the city. As your

population grows, the

computer automatically

assigns units to squares

around the city to produce

basic food and trade

goods. The map at the

center of the screen shows

which squares the units

are in. Small icons indi-

cate whether a unit is pro-

ducing food, goods or

both. You can move units

around the City Screen

map by using the cursor'

and the A Button, This

allows you ,to' assigfi

people to. squares that

produce more of tjae

^things you Want. Once you
i

have,aTargci population,
; <'

though, you'll wapt-to cre-

l ate Specialists, units, (hat
;

"-trve functionsotherman J-

merfil production. Ndfe |

person in a white jump-',

suit. This unit is now am
Entertainer, which boosts.

Luxury production. If,

you pla^e th

Move units around the map to

produce food or goods.

that all the units in the

Population Roster look

similar, like storybook

farmers. If you select a

unit on the map, its icon in

the roster changes to a

Specialists appear on the right

’fide .of-the Population Roster.

the Entertainer icon and
press A, you can turn

the unit into a Tax
Collector, Scientist or

back into an Entertainer.

Tax Collectors increase

revenues, and Scientists

speed up research.

Specialists appear only

on the Population

Roster, and not on the

City Screen map. You
can turn Specialists back

into basic production

units by placing the cur-

sor on an empty square

on the City Screen map
and pressing A.

Wonders of the
World

JBuilding the Wonders of

the World isn’t necessary,
r
but they can give you
advantages in key areas.

The Ancient Wonders
aren't difficult to build, as

mosj/'are based on simple

advancements. They can

take a long time to build,

though, depending on
your population and
economy. You can also

obtain Wonders by con-

quering foreign cities

that have them. This is a

tempting option, since

the Medieval and Modern
Wonders take a lot more
technology to build. For

example, you must devel-

op (in no particular

order) an Alphabet,

Ceremonial Burial,

Writing, Code of Laws,

Mysticism, Literacy,

Philosophy and Religion

to build Bach’s Cathedral,

and the incredibly com-
plex Apollo Space

Program demands up to

45 different technologies!

Wonders of the Ancient and Medieval Worlds

WONDER TECHNOLOGY NEEDED BENEFITS TO YOUR CITY OR SOCIETY

Colossus Bronze Working Boosts trade

Gardens Pottery Increases citizen happiness

Great Library Literacy Gives extra technology

Great Wall Masonry Enhances peace between societies

Lighthouse Map Making Increases your ships’ top speed
Oracle Mysticism Boosts effects of Temples

Pyramids Masonry Allows any form of government

Cathedral Religion Increases citizen happiness

Chapel Religion Boosts Cathedral s effects

College Theory of Gravity Boosts Libraries and Universities

Observatory Astronomy Accelerates scientific research

Theater Medicine Makes all citizens in the city happy
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Whip out a Fierce Lasaken at the Add insult to injury with a Medium
end of B. Orchid's Slappy, and Press/Release Wind Kick at the

watch the sparks fly! end of Jago's Slappy.

Up andQP = Ice Temple

Up and MP = Skull Chamber

Up and FP = Ice Statue

Up andQK = Castie Rooftop

Up andMK = CityRooftop

Last issue, we listed a truckload of nearly unbreakable

Slappy combos (Slappies) for all of the Killer Instinct

combatants. Well, hang on to your hats, because we’ve

got a few more for you to try out! We’ve worked out a

shorter version of one of B. Orchid’s Slappies and some
variant combos for the other fighters. Though not

every attack pattern will work with every fighter, you'll

begin to notice some of the similarities. By experiment-
ing with these patterns and substituting or adding one
move at a time (without using any auto doubles within

the first three hits), you’ll be able to develop Slappies of

your own. The possibilities are endless!

MP, Footslide, ender (we recommend

Skeleport)

,
- w Jump-in FK, MK, ender (we recommend

From The TreeIiouse Medium Skeleport)

More Psycho Combos!!
Jump-in MK, MP, Medium Reverse Cold

Shoulder, ender (we recommend Medium
Liquidize)

Stage Select

One of the best features of the arcade version of Killer

Instinct is the option that lets you choose your battle-

ground in the two-player mode, and now you can do it

with the Super NES version, too! On die player select

screen, access different locations by pressing Up or

Down and one of the attack buttons on Controller I.

Wondering if that special psycho combo looks different

in, say, the Sky Platform arena? Now’s your chance to

find out!

Medium Ichi (Ni-San), FP, ender

Jump-in FK, MK, ender (we recommend
Fierce Plasmaslice)

Jump-in FK,MK, ender

Lip and FK = Desert Rooftop

Down and QP= Desert Bridge

Down andMP = Palace Interior

Downand FP §Lava Bridge

DownandQK= City Street

DownandMK=Sky Platform

Down andFK = Industrial Complex
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SYIMDICATE
AqENT #444 From AqENT #596

The action in Bubsy II is fast and furry-ous, and these

codes will help you hop, skip and wisecrack your way
through the worst of it. Any or all of these codes can

be entered on the title screen, and you’ll hear a tone

each time you enter one of them correctly. If the title

screen fades and the demo starts, the codes will be

deactivated. You’ll have to reset the game and enter

the codes again.

99 Diving Suits 99 Portable Holes

As tough as Syndicate can be, Agent #596 has found a

way to make it even tougher! In a normal game, you

usually find yourself somewhere in northern Europe

with 30,000 credits and four cyborg agents at yotir dis-

posal. These passwords place you in different coun-

tries around the globe with only one agent and a lot

less money than usual. Managing four agents on one
mission is tough to do anyway, but having only one

agent leaves you with no reserves!

=Start in Indonesia, first mission in

Western Australia.

= Start in Paraguay, first mission
in Uruguay.

= Start in Western Australia, first

mission in the Northern Territories or New
South Wales.

= Start in Kenya, first mission in

Zaire or Mozambique.

Press B, Left, Up and B for more
Diving Suits than you'll ever need in

one game!

99 Smart Bombs

These babies come in handy in any

stage, so press Right, Up, Select

and Select.

99 Nerf Shots

Press X, X, Up, Down and X to

stock up on the most powerful

weapon in the game.

50 Extra Lives

You won’t have to worry about los-

ing too many lives if you press B,

Up, B, Select and Y.

Pressing B, A, Left and Left will

get you 99 of these squishy pro-

jectiles.

Invulnerability

To cruise through the game with-

out taking a hit, press X, A, B, Y, Up
and Down.

If you end up with little money, be
creative with your purchases and
investments.

In the passwords, the letters "0" The shotgun is always a smart

and T have been replaced with buy, but you'll have to decide

the numbers "0" and "1". which cyborg part is best for you.

You may have to rely on a single

agent for a long time before you
can afford to create more.
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From AqENT #961

In Chrono Trigger, you can use the Charm spell on

some major enemies for unexpected bonuses. If

you’re lucky, Mother Brain gives up a Blue Mail coat,

Son of Sun hands over the Black Mail, Rust Tyrano

throws out the Red Mail, Yakra XIII drops the White

Mail and Golem leaves a Magic Tab.

Can other enemies fall victim to If you have Charm, extra items, you
your Charm? can sell them for big bucks!

"JW'fa

From AqENT #J9J

Riddle: A musical hit, that strikes the right chords, is

a nice tune to play. It will bring you rewards.

Answer: On Claw Island, if you knock an opponent

into the electrical wires (as in cords, rather than

chords), a hidden area will emerge.

Riddle: Looking for savings? Check all around, raise

up your interest and tell what you’ve found.

Answer: In the Bank, to get the “savings” (as in rescu-

ing hostages), you have to “raise yourself up” with

your grappling hook.

From AqENT #207

If Mega City One is getting to be more than onejudge
can handle, here’s a code that will help you clean up
the streets. The first screen you see when you turn on
the game is filled with copyright information. Before

the screen fades, press Left. Up, X, U p, R and Y. Ignore

the message that appears and press A and Y at the

same time, then B and X at the same time. Press Start

to begin a new game: Now you can access a stage select

screen at any time by pressing Select, and your life bar

will automatically refill after every hit.

In his latest adventure, the Dark Knight is taunted by

the Riddler and his raving rhymes, but Agent #393

has managed to puzzle out the explanations for a few

of the more frustrating ones. Many of the riddles

refer to the stage you are in, so keep your eyes open

and your wits about you!

Riddle: Unlucky for some, you need to be roofless to

achieve this baker’s dozen.

Answer: Blow off the top of the elevator and use your

grappling hook to get to the secret 13th floor.

Riddle: Steel but no steal, rich but still poor, vault at

great heights, but I fall through the floor.

Answer: In Two-Face’s Hideout, use a grappling hook

to pull down the safe (vault) that is hanging from the

ceiling. It will demolish all the enemies beneath it and
reveal a new area.

Don't worry-the code really will PressA and Y together and B and X
work with this game! together.

Now you'll be able to cruise any- Your life bar refills slowly, so if you

where you want in Mega City One. get hit hard, you can still lose a life!
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ALL AGENTS ON ALERT!
If you've got an awesome tip or a killer code, send it in! Be sure

to include your three-digit agent number, so we can give credit

where it's due. What are you waiting for? Warm up those brain

pans, stretch those thumbs and get moving!

Our Address is:

Nintendo Power
Classified Information
P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, WA
98073-9733

From AqENT #882

Here’s a code that lets two players compete in a special

Street Fighter-style battle! To access this mode, enter the

password below. We’ve assigned numbers so you can

identify who is who in the password screen. Hold L and
R on both controllers, then press Start on Controller I.

This takes you to the player select screen, where you can

choose between theheroicMega Man and the nefarious

Bass. Mega Man and Bass even have Street Fighter-style

special moves!

Enter this password:

MegaMan (1), Dr. I ight(4), Mega Man (1), Roll (5)_

Roll (5), Roll (5), Rush (8), Roll (5)

Auto (7), Rush (8), Wily (2), Robot (8)

Proto (6), Wily (2), Roll (5),Mega Man (1)

Hold L and R on both controllers, then press

Starton Controller I.

Hold Away, then press Toward and Bass comes back with a Booster

Y for the the Blue Bomber's Arrow Kick! Press Toward, Down,
Slash attack. Down/Toward and Y.

Perform the devastating Leg
Breaker by pressing Down, Down
and B.

While jumping, press Toward,
Toward and V to whip out the Sonic

Crasher attack.

Press Up twice to use the Faint Bass can also perform the Faint

Warp and dodge any attacks. Warp by pressing Up twice.

From AqENT #575

Ifyou’re looking forgreater challenges on the diamond,

use these passwords to pit diese national teams against

the incredible Miracle team. You star t off with seven

wins and no losses, but as we saw this past season, any-

diing can happen in a pennant race!

USA: 0**43

CUBA: 2*414

SINGAPORE: 1*403

AUSTRALIA:?* 083

FRANCE: **882

GERMANY: **281

UNITED KINGDOM: *!* I
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•SPORTS SCENE
DECEMBER
HEATS UP
This month’s
Sport Scene
offers quality,

quality, and
more quality.

Only three new
Super NES
games made the

final cut, lmt Muddy Fields

those three will go head-to-head
with the best sports games in their

respective categories: basketball,

baseball and football. It’s not often

that your Sports Scene editors

refuse to snooze, but these games
have kept us awake and playing

overtime. Coming up next month,
get set to tee off with PGA Tour ‘96,

the first Super NES game ever to

use the SA-1 microprocessor chip.

The Super NES continues to be a

very cool place. Sports Scene will

also try out a new format and
include sports games for all

Nintendo video game systems. Let

us know what you think.

GIVE IT TO US PG. 28
This arcade b-baller from
Konami recreates the

action of NBA Run 'N Gun
for the Super NES. Can
huge NBA characters and
super control take it to

the top?

THE BIG HURTPG. 32
One of the premier slug-

gers of our age, Frank

Thomas, puts his stamp
on this major league

baseball game from
Acclaim.

THE CLUB PG. 34
There's more to NFL
Quarterback Club '96

than a bunch of gridiron

generals throwing at tar-

gets. This 24 Megabit
game encompasses the

total NFL experience.

By Konami

Buffalo Grove, IL—NBA Jam may
have started the arcade phenome-
non for multi-player sports games,
but NBA Run ‘N Gun took it a step

further by including full team,
five-on-five action for up to four

players. That number one arcade
hit has been converted into an awe-
some Super NES game from
Konami with the revised name of
NBA Give ‘N Go due to some legal

considerations. The new name
can’t disguise the origins of the

game. The compact, 16 megabit
Give ‘N Go retains all of the excite-

ment, speed and options of Run ‘N

Gun, plus it adds features that you
won’t find on any arcade game.

Give ‘N Go scores over the other
NBA hoop contenders in one obvi-

ous area—the graphics. The size of
the players on the court exceeds
that of NBA Jam Tournament
Edition and NBA Live ‘96 resulting

in easier reads of the action on the
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court. You’ll never lose the view of

your players as they dash for the

baseline or set up a pick. The ani-

mation looks terrific and includes

tomahawk slam dunks and alley-

oops. Not every NBA player is

included—a failing you’ll find on
most other NBA licensed games.

Shaq and Jordan have separate

licensing deals that keep them out

of the game. If the graphics have

one glitch, it’s that the

characters can flicker in

crowded condi-
tions. Although
the sprite loss

can be annoy-
ing, it doesn’t

really detract

from the game.
Play modes in

Give ‘N Go include Playoffs,

Season, Exhibition and Arcade
based on the original version.

Passwords save the action when you
play a season. In Exhibition or

Arcade mode, one or two players

can challenge the computer, two
players can gang up on one player,

or teams of two can butt heads. The
Team Edit mode can be confusing,

but the Trade mode works like a

charm. Recruiting a dream team is

as simple as picking a line up.

Learning the action on the court

is quick and easy, it consists of pass-

“...the cool alley-oop

command...adds a quick

strike dimension to

your offense.”

ing, shooting, rebound-
ing, blocking, and steal-

ing. You also have the

cool alley-oop command
with the X Button that

adds a quick strike

dimension to your
offense. In contrast to

NBA Live ‘96, you won’t

find offensive and
defensive commands.
You also won’t find the

spectacular moves, spe-

cial play modes such as Juice, or a

horde of secrets that make NBA
Jam T.E. such a

powerhouse. Hey,

you can’t have
everything. But
what you do get

with Give ‘N Go is

tons of fun that

you can play

instantly with your friends. This

game won’t spend much time gath-

ering dust, that’s guaranteed.

POWER HOOP HALL OF FAME
NBA GIVE 'N GO NBA LIVE '96 NBA JAM T.E.

j

ARCADE
MODE YES YES YES

PLAYERS 1-4 1-5 1-4

GAME SAVE PASSWORD BATTERY PASSWORD

TRADE YES YES NO
MARQUEE
MOVES NO YES YES

STATISTICS 1994-95 1994-95 1993-94

SET
PLAYS NO YES NO

'
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THE BIG GAME
After a season filled with drama and action the NBA Give ‘N Go 1996 cham-
pionship came down to one game and winner take all. No longer the first-

round dupes of the Pacific, the Sonics have scrambled all the way to the

finals where they have battled the miracle Hornets who refused to be
abused. Sports Scene breaks down the highlights quarter-by-quarter in this

special insider report.

1st Quarter
Highlights
True to their form for the past sea-

son, both teams scrapped like junk-

yard dogs in the opening minutes.

The Sonics sank four of four from
the line as if they had radar. In

going on top 29 to 16, the Sonics ran

the alley-oop from Payton to Kemp
three times. For the Hornets,
Mourning and Curry had the hot

hands.

Score Fast, Score Big

With 2:02 left in the first peri-

od, Payton focused on the bas-

ket from the line using the free

throw meter to the left of the

screen. Give 'N Go champs
know that the action is too hot

to let any scoring opportunity

pass them by. The Sonics capi-

talized early by going under-

neath for high percentage lay

ups and dunks while the

Hornets rushed their jumpers.

2ndQuarter Highlights
In the second period, the Sonics continued to dominate with

rebounds on defense and power drives to the basket. Using
alley-oops and picks, the Sonics penetrated the Hornets
defense and slammed the ball home for 12 straight points.The
two Give ‘N Go players in control of the Sonics attributed their

success to timing. “You look for the opening and break inside

or pass it.”

Give And Take
The Sonics showed that they

could drive to the basket for

the easy dunk. With 1:15

remaining in the half, Johnson
got a step on Burrell in a clas-

sic mismatch. He turned it up

court, drove past the smaller

man and took it to the rim.

Good hustle also helped the

Sonics on defense. By switch-

ing to the players under the

hoop, they were in position to

grab the rebounds.
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3rd Quarter Highlights
The second half opened with a determined Hornets team
battling to even up the score. Taking a page from the Sonics

play book, they concentrated on defense, stealing the ball

and pushing up court One player controlling the Hornets

decided to camp out under the basket while the other

slapped at the ball whenever possible.

Lobs Of Fun

The alley-oop was the most
dramatic weapon used by the

Sonics in the third quarter,

with Kemp and Schrempf on
the receiving end of Payton's

laser-guided passes. "If the

key is open," recounted one

of the players controlling the

Sonics, "we go for it. There's

very little chance that the

shot will be rejected or the

pass intercepted."

4th Quarter
Highlights
Defense and sharp three-point

shooting led to a dramatic turn-

around in the final minutes. The
Hornets continually rejected

Sonic shots and ran off 14 unan-
swered points to take the lead.

Both Hornets’ players attributed

their success to tough D and bet-

ter timing. “We took the time to

get open and hang our three-

pointers in there.”

Stinging
Defense
The final period saw the

Hornets defense take control.

The Sonics, sticking to their

inside power game, fell victim

to Mourning's patented rejec-

tion move. Time after time,

number 33 timed his leaps per-

fectly and swatted the ball to a

teammate to start the fast

break. "In the end," said one of

the Seattle players, "it was our

ability to block their shots."

THE POST GAMESHOW
So what is the final word on this game? The Hornets made frequent substitu-

tions throughout the game, keeping their team at full strength. In the final

period, they also ran the fast break perfectly, passing the length of the court to

the player breaking to the basket. Finally, the fakejump shot followed by the

three-pointjumper sank the Sonics.
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FrankThomas

Big Hurt Baseball
By Acclaim

Glenn Cove, NY—You might
expect that a Super NES game star-

ring Chicago White Sox slugger,

Frank Thomas, would wind up
being a hitter’s delight, but Frank
Thomas Big Hurt Baseball from
Acclaim shines brightest from die

pitcher’s mound and in the presen-

tation of its graphics. Iguana
Entertainment and the White
Team at Acclaim took an extra

three months to wrap up this 24
megabit salute to the big show, but
it was time well spent.

Big Hurt Baseball contains some
excellent baseball graphics, includ-

ing motion-capture images of
Frank Thomas and his bruising
power swing. The batting/pitching

view sneaks up close behind home
plate in the catcher’s perspective.

Once contact is made, the view
switches to an
above the field

perspective
that automati-

cally follows

the ball. The
screen also

shows an inset

radar of the defense with the active

player highlighted so you can posi-

tion him to make the catch. The

overall graphics,

including a fair-

ly good repre-

sentation of
every major
league ballpark,

are impressive.

What you don’t see in these screen

shots, however, is the blank screen

during the two second load period

that takes place between the two
views. That’s just enough of a pause
to throw off your timing on
defense, especially if you’re not

used to it.

Acclaim loaded the order in Big-

Hurt with plenty of options includ-

ing a two-player Exhibition mode,
Season and Playoff modes, a Home
run Derby, and Clutch Time, which
puts you in a scenario with every-

thing on the line.

Once you get over all the goodies
and get into the game, the first

thing you’ll notice is the degree of

____________ pitching control.

“The baseball

fanatics...stacked the
deck against you with 1

6

brutal scenarios.”

In Big Hurt, you
choose position

of the ball, type

of pitch, height

and speed.

Unfortunately,
the same three

pitches Fast Ball, Split Finger, and
Change Up were used for all the

pitchers, which isn’t very realistic,

especially if you have guys like

Wakefield on the mound.
Batting in Big Hurt seems very

realistic due to the perspective.

With a good eye and precision tim-

ing, you can hit to the opposite
field regularly. Base running is a

nightmare if you’re on defense
because the computer moves run-

ners along at supersonic speeds.

But if you’re on offense, you can
use this mismatch to steal bases

with impunity.

Frank Thomas Big Hurt
Baseball includes all the elements
you would expect in a major league
title, except the license from MI,B.

Still, Big Hurt stacks up near the

top of Super NES baseball games.
If you can hold
off until the ‘96

season begins,

however, your
Sports Scene
staff recom-
mends compar-
ing Big Hurt to

the new Ken
Griffey Jr. game
from Nintendo.
All indications

are that Jr.’s new
game could well

be out of the—^ park.
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Smart Management

BASES LOADED MIMMIHG 6 TO 5

* r

With the bases loaded and Kenny Lofton at the

plate, you should consider the possibility of a

sacrifice bunt or pop fly. Don't set your outfield

or infield too deep.

Smart management can turn

any team into a contender,

whether you’re facing a friend

or the computer in Frank
Thomas Big Hurt Baseball.

The game allows you to make
most of the decisions and
changes that a real manager
could make in a game, from
setting the batting order to

calling for different defensive posi-

tions. This last decision is crucial

because outfielders move like

sloths in this game. Your chance to

si line comes from guessing where
a hitter will send the ball. When the

computer bats, expect lefties to hit

to left field and righties to hit to

right field. Shift your outfielders

accordingly to the left or right, and
if the batter hits with power, move
them back to the warning track. If

you match your defense on every

play, you won’t give up cheap hits.

You can also set up your infield,

playing them shallow or deep or

prepared to make a double play.

Smart management also includes

knowing when to go to the bullpen.

Big Hurt baseball doesn’t tell you
when a pitcher is tired. Instead,

watch how much heat he puts on
his fast ball. If Randy Johnson is

pitching under 90 mph, he could

be getting tired.

When an opponent puts a man on first base, set

up your infield for the double play. It won't take a

miracle to turn it if your players are in position.

Pitched
Battle

Big Hurt gives you lots of vari-

ables in throwing a pitch.

Although almost any pitch can

be hit, the trick is to mix things up
so the batter doesn’t know what’s

coming. The strike zone is large,

so move the ball around and don’t

worry about walking batters.

POSITION

You can place your pitch anywhere
over the plate using two control

choices.

THE PITCH

Choose the type of pitch you want
to throw. Every pitcher has a Fast

Ball, Split Finger and Change Up.

HEIGHT HEAT

Place the pitch High, Medium or

Low. High and Low pitches may
still be in the strike zone.

Pitches can be thrown Fast,

Medium or Slow. Top speeds will

vary depending on the pitcher.
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NFL Quarterback Club '96

By Acclaim

Elenn Cove, NY—The quarterback

challenge may be gone from this

year’s edition of Acclaim’s NFL
Quarterback Club ‘96, but the chal-
lenge on the field is even better,

enhanced by excellent player

graphics, 400 plays, all the options

you could want and a five-player

option. NFL QB Club ‘96 stands

head-to-head with this season’s

other contenders—Tecmo Super
Bowl III: Final Edition and EA
Sport’s Madden ‘96.

QB Club ‘96 includes three basic

modes of play. You can play games
in Exhibition, Season, or Playoff

mode, or Simulations in which you
must make the best of tough sce-

narios, and you can Practice your
football skills. This battery pak
saves five sea-

sons and playoffs
’

and you can even
play a season in

the multi-player

mode. Another
.

cool feature is

that you can switch player assign-

ments so Player #1 doesn’t always

get to be the QB. Speaking of the

QB, you can switch quarterbacks
from one team

“...you can even play

seasons in the multi-

player mode.”

ing, and you can’t sub players dur-
ing the game.
The programmers at Acclaim’s

in-house Iguana Entertainment
made sure you
wouldn’t run out

ofoptions on the

field. One exam-
ple is demon-

, strated by the

receivers in a

multi-player game. As your receiv-

er runs the chosen route, you can
actually call for the ball. Running
backs also have an assortment of

evasive tactics including the spin,

dive, juke and a burst of speed to

carry them past on-coming tack-

lers.

This year’sQB Club may not have
the ease of play that you’ll find in

Tecmo Super Bowl III or the excel-

lent practice sessions and historical

teams of Madden ‘96, but it does
have great graphics and the sims

are fun. Since it is a Madden-type
game, the call really comes down to

bells and whistles. Our chart below
should help you make the call.

to another.

Unfortunately,
that’s it for trad-

NFL
Quarterback

Club “96

NFL
Quarterback

Club “95
Madden’96

Tecmo Super
Bowl III: The
Final Edition

1

MULTI-
PLAYER 1-5 1-5 1-5 1-2

SAVE GAME BATTERY BATTERY BATTERY BATTERY

PRACTICE YES NO YES NO
PLAYER
TRADES QBs ONLY QBs ONLY YES NO

INJURY/SUBS NO NO YES YES

SCENARIOS YES YES NO NO
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Making The Calls
You’ll gain the biggest edge in QB
Club ‘96 by learning when to use

the on-field options. For instance,

running backs can dive for a whop-
ping eight yards if they aim for a

hole and dive with at least three

yards between them and the near-

est defender. Knowing that can
gain you a critical first down. The
same thing is true of passing. The
timing and success of the pass play

depends on the speed of the receiv-

er and of the ball in the air.The two

must come together at the cross

hair at the same moment. For run-

ning plays, the key is to study the

blocking schemes then
learn to use the appro-

priate player moves dur-

ing the game. The most
critical move is the

Speed Burst. Push the X
buttonjust as you hit the

line of scrimmage to

squirt through. Defense
is always more of a

guessing game, but you
can control whichever
player you want.

Generally, you want to

stop the big play, so if

you switch to a safety or

corner and read

the play correctly, you’ll be
in the right place to stop the

long gain.

TWO-A-DAYS, FULL CONTACT
Although the unique QB challenge didn’t make it into this game, Acclaim

replaced it with the Practice option, which is invaluable as a learning tool.The
practice option puts you in scrimmage situations—three-on-three or full

squads—on offense or defense so you get the movesdown without being man-
gled before you know what hit you.

Rushing Open Pass Cover Line Blocking

Learn to time your passes with-

out pressure from defenders.

Three-on-three pass coverage

drills. Learn to dive!

For multi-player games, learn

how to block.
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NEW GAME
MORE FIREPOWER

FUTI

The original Mechwarrior game was a balance
between adventure and action, with battle scenes

shown in first-person per-
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•- V weapons, a full-

screen radar dis-

play and the ability to walk in one direction and fire

in another. The latter ability is incorporated into a

Your first campaign takes you to the Draconis

Combine outpost on Alshain. You’ll find coolant

tanks (that repair damage) and weapon caches hid-

den throughout the complex. As you complete each

phase of your mission, Colonel Ward, your comman-
der, will transmit your .
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__—
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next assigmm ni
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Piloting your mech can be awkward at first, but at least the

terrain poses no major problems.

Climb aboard 50 tons of battle-

scarred steel and prepare for a
rollicking good time in Activision’s

Mechwarrior 3050! Leaping back to

the mar tom
future introduced *C'f~ • -=

in their original :

4

Mechwarrior
game, Activision

decided to

concentrate less
| ^ sC®

on the adventure ^*4vHwiat
elements and
more on serious crash-and-burn

action. There are five vast worlds

to explore, and while some fans will

miss the intricate

A plot, you do get to

©1995 ACTIVISION INC.
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The Rasalhague have begun
manufacturing mech fusion

engines, and you’re sent in to

stop the project. The first phase
of the mission is timed, giving

you less than three min-

] tiles to find and eliminate

your targets. On top of
that, the volcanic surface

of Satalice is less than
kind to your poor, over-

heating mech. Here’s

I your cliance to use those

I unlimited continues!

It’s you against the mechanized might of the 5di Ghost

Regiment, and it’s not a pretty picture. To break into

their complex, you first need to collect four bomb
components. After p=^=—
you find the last com- e?

poncnt. you must a|

deliver the now B ft ft

Not only do you have to dodge enemy mechs and moving land

mines, you also have to watch out for exposed hot spots and

fountains spewing lava!

The battle is now being
fought in your backyard, as

the rival 394th Garrison
intercepts genetic material

bound for your unit’s

research centers. You’re

once again plagued by

radarjamming, but at least

the swamps help keep

your mech running
cool. Find the DNA
samples and ensure
your unit’s supremacy!

The lack of radar is a major

pain, and the size of the

maze-like battlefield only

compounds your problems.

The First Lyran Regulars have some
big guns, and it will be hard to fight

back while you're sliding through icy

mazes.

With Fedcom’s research center protected by radar jam-
ming sites, you may stumble around Ridderkirk’s icy

terrain for a long time before you locate all of your tar-

gets. Once you destroy

the jamming equip-

ment, you can concen-
trate on the central

research complex.
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In bringing Midway's coin-op hit home,
Acclaim managed to keep six of the

arcade’s original eight characters and
their wild combo moves. You’ll see Razor
Ramon launch a rival into orbit and the

Undertaker unleash his spooky ghost

attacks. Now that’s action you can’t see
at the local arena! Highlights of this 24-

meg title include richly detailed charac-

ters and smooth animation. A roaring

crowd and a bellowing announcer add to

the WrestleMania!

UNDERTAKER
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Airmail serious damage by climbing the turn-

buckles in the upper corners of the ring. Simply

press Up and Left oi^ight, then launch your

Pursue your rival outside the ropes, but beware:
your Recovery Bar won't do you any good on the

outside. Jump back into the ring before your

Energy Meter runs down or you'll lose the

round.

All wrestlers can temporarily

take their rivals to the mat by

pressing Away twice and

Punch, while some can lift

opponents by pressing Strong

Punch and Strong Kick

simultaneously.

WWF WRESTLEMANIA:

THE ARCADE GAME

ARENA
OVERVIEW

MflflY METER
Things look good as Iona as your meter is in

the green, but when it slides to the yellow

end of the scale, watch out! You're danger-

ously close to going down for the count.

: ;

No, we're not talking about a place where
you can get a high-energy fruit drink. This

bar appears when you have a severe ener-

gy crisis. Replenish it by pressing any but-

ton quickly.

ANNOUNCE
It wouldn't be a WWF match without col-

orful commentary from the guys with the

microphones. "Here we go!" Get ready for

a blow-by-blow account of the wrestlers

in action.

FIGHT OR
FLIGHT?
Sky-diving from the turnbuckles.

Fighting outside the ring. What do
you expecf when there’s no referee

in sight? Both strategies are chancy,

though. Fleet-footed rivals can
quickly evade your bombs-away
routine, while rumbling outside

the ring risks disqualification-

ALTITUDE
attacks

COMBO MOVES
Successfully pull off certain moves and this

message flashes on your screen. It gives

you the green light to unleash eye-popping

combo attacksIThe Combo message will

carry over between rounds of a bout.

Tournament-fighter fans will

appreciate WrestlcMania’s

clean message bars. There’s

nothing here to distract from
the action down in the arena.

Despite the fun factor,

WrestleMania is as demanding
as any tournament fighter,

with lots of hidden moves and
combos of 30 hits or more.

When the Combo alert lights

up, familiar moves will give

you all-new results. There’s

only one way to figure them
out, and that’s to hit the mat
and rumble!Defeat your opponent without losing any ener-

gy yourself to win a perfect rating. Pulling off

Take the Intercontinental Title by

winning four one-on-one matches,

followed by a series of one-on-two

bouts before facing three wrestlers

at once.Tograb the World Wrestling
Federation Title, you’ll have to win a

series of one-on-two and one-on-

three matches. In two-player, head-

to-head mode, your goal is to win

the best of three rounds. In coopera-
tive mode,square offagainsta series

of supercharged wrestlers for the

Tag Team Championship!



Figuring that no picture is

as good-looking as he is,

Shawn has lined his house with mirrors. He’s

not totally vain, though. He cheerfully confess-

es that his biggest character flaw is excessive

modesty. In the ring, Shawn likes to keep his

gorgeous mug pristine. The fastest wrestler in

die World Wrestling Federation, he attacks with an eye-popping aiTay of
trips, flips and kicks. Lacking the^
brute strength of some of his

rivals, Shawn can't afford to stop

l ighting until the Ih II i iii”s. M
tj

can
bull

ang
work. Don’t stop movi ng v
the painful piledriver or t

In his free time, Shawn likes to play a

little hardball. When he steps into the

ring, he keeps on playing it! When his

opponent is standing a few feet away,

press Strong Punch. Shawn will charge

and try to whack him out of the park!

Turn your opponent upside-down

by grabbing him in a head hold, then

quickly pressing Down twice

before finishing with a Strong Kick.

Razor will wind up sitting on the

mat, where he's vulnerable to

wrestlers like Doink with a high

Recovery rating.

Press Toward your opponent

twice, then Kick. Shawn will

slide to the mat, lock his ankles

around his rival's, and toss the

poor blighter over his head.

Wreak even more damage by
charging the dazed rival and clob-

bering him with a Strong Kick.

Humming "The Barber of Seville"

softly to himself, Razor grabs his

rival in a head hold, then presses

Down or Up and Punch. Up adminis-

ters an uppercut, while pressing

Down brings the razor down.

Press Toward Shawn’s opponent twice, then

Strong Kick. Shawn will jump on his opponent's

shoulders, grab him in a viselike neck lock, and

hurl him to the mat. Be careful, though. Tough

opponents snap back quickly from this horrify-

ing move.

SUNSET FLIP
Rivals will see the moon and stars

after this mean maneuver. Start run-

ning, then press Strong Punch when
approaching your opponent. Although
this move inflicts heavy damage,
rivals rapidly recover from it.

SPEEO KICK
Sock it to your opponent, soccer-style, by

pressing Down, then rolling your thumb
Toward him and pressing Kick. For a real

roundhouse blow, finish with a Strong Kick.

Thanks to Shawn's thunderous thighs,

either move will wreak big-league damage.

Press Toward Razor's opponent

twice, then Kick. Razor will grab

his rival by the ankles and shake all

the dust loose, then whack him

against the mat a couple of times

just to be sure the guy is clean.
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WWF WRESTLEMANIA:

THE ARCADE GAME

The Miami macho man
practically bench-press the Orange Bowl. To
out, though, this bruiser had to sacrifice some
ty. Wily rivals try to get thejump on Razor by

ling circles around him. Watch out, though,

only makes him angrier, and when Razor gets

y, he pulls out his shaving gear and goes to

nen the Razor is in the ring, or else he’ll launch

te stratospheric uppercut.

|k,~' TCV;,’' Rumor has ii that the Undertaker wheels up

Pc 10 ibe arena in a customized hearse bigger

than the laj Mahal bearing the vanity plates

“MBAl.M.” Yikes! No one will ever confuse

this 6-foot-ll behemoth with Speedy Gonzales, but when he plugs

you, you’re as good as planted! His spooky arsenal includes dragon

and demon ghosts, which he hurls across the ring. On occasion he’ll

whip out a tombstone and slam a

rival across the head. Avoid last

rites from this guy by moving fast.

Above all, avoid his deadly levita-

tion move!

Whack your rival with a Rest in Peace

marker by pressing Toward twice, then

Strong Kick. The Undertaker executes

this move slowly, proving once more

that the dead aren't quick.

Press Down and roll your thumb
Toward your rival, then press Kick.

This move really stuns rivals.

You'd be stunned, too, if you saw
a dragon floating your way!

Press Down and roll your thumb Toward

your rival, then press Punch. The
Undertaker will float across the ring and

throttle his rival. What does a 322-pound

Undertaker do next? Whatever he wants!
For that smooth, fresh-shaved feeling,

first grab your rival in a head hold. Don't let

him move or the poor fellow might get

nicked! Then repeat the head-hold

sequence. Hey, somebody get out the

aftershave!

Press and hold Punch for three seconds

while you walk up to your opponent, then

release. The Undertaker nicknames this

move "The Hangman." Gee, the guy has a

one-track mind!

Press Away twice, then Punch. If you

press Strong Punch, you'll bounce your

opponent off the ropes without inflicting

Start running by pressing and releasing

Punch and Kick simultaneously. When
approaching your rival, press Kick or

Strong Kick to administer grave injuries.

As the Undertaker likes to say, this move
will kill you!

Quickly follow a head hold by pressing

Down and Strong Punch, then get out

your radar to follow your opponent's

flight path! Some of the other wrestlers

can execute this mighty move, too.

damage. However, he won’t be able to

defend himself or attack until his Recovery

meter replenishes. Attack him quickly!
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Doink’s second-grade teacher told him to

stop clowning around. Obviously, he never

followed this advice. Doink isn’t the hardest

hitter in the ring, but he moves fast

and recovers quickly from takedowns.

Opponents, beware of Doink’s

blindingly fast counterattacks!

Doink deploys a bevy of wacky
weapons, including a joy

buzzer, huge hammer and big

boot. The refs would like to

shut down this circus but are

reluctant to move against a

certified crowd-pleaser.

Ever the courteous clown,

Doink loves to give his

opponents a nice round of

applause! Press Down, then

roll your thumb Toward
Doink's opponent and press

Punch.

Bret picked up this move by

watching old Three Stooges

movies. Press Down, roll

your thumb Toward your

opponent and press Punch.

Wrestlers, be warned: Don't

lose sight of Bret!

Deplete your opponent's energy

big-time by running Toward him,

When standing away from your opponent,

press and hold Punch. Move in close to

S

our opponent, then release. Too bad

oink doesn't have a whoopie cushion.Press Toward your opponent twice, then

Strong Kick. Pound for pound, this is one o

the nastiest weapons in Doink's pocket.

Press Away twice, then Punch. Doink

will grab his opponent with one hand and

toss the loser over his head. Rivals

recover quickly from this move, so get

ready to rumble right away!

pounos
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FAVORITE QUOTE:

OTHERMOVES

OTHER MOVES
FLY1IMG DIVE
neously to start Doink jogging. When he

comes in range of his opponent, release

and press Punch or Strong Punch. This

move looks more like a belly-flop than a

dive, but it's effective.

SUPER
UPPERCUT
Maybe Bret's opponents should

bring parachutes into the ring.

He launches them to high alti-

tudes with this move! Press

Down twice, then press Punch

or Strong Punch.
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Mins
an aggressive

)ach i hat leaves bigger rivals trembling in their

tic shoes. His nasty attacks include the eye rake,

ig uppercut and f lying clothesline. Meanness
t won Bret many friends, but what does he
He has a closet full of trophies. This native of

Calgary, Alberta, is wise to reckon
that the best defense is a good
offense. After taking a hit, he's par-

ticularly slow to recover.

Grab Bret's rival in a head hold, then press Down
twice before finishing with a Strong Kick. With every

wrestler, you can execute a head hold by pushing

Toward his opponent twice, then Strong Punch.

WWF WRESTLEMANIA:

THE ARCADE GAME

Lex hails from Atlanta, but don’t expect any
Southern hospitality from him! Standing 6-

foot-5 and tipping the scales at 275 pounds,

Lex is one awesome physical specimen in his

red, white and blue briefs. He loves to clean-

and-jerk rivals over his head and then slam

I

’em to the mat, but he’s not averse to rummaging in his toolbox for a

giant mace, steel-hand punch or double ax-handle smash. Until

metal detectors are installed outside the ring, rival wrestlers can

I
expect no mercy from the Georgian giant!

Wait'll they get a load of the

medieval weapon that the

All-American hero is toting!

Press Toward your opponent

twice, then Strong Kick. This

move is especially effective

I

when Lex's opponent is

’ approaching.

Give your opponent a ferocious

headache by grabbing him in a

I head hold, then pressing Toward
I twice before finishing with a

Strong Punch. Pass the aspirin!

It looks like Lex is trying to imitate the Man of

Steel again. Press Toward your opponent

twice, then Punch. Lex will slide in low and hit

'em where it hurts.

OTHERMOVES
HEAD BUTT
Press Punch or Strong Punch when
standing next to your opponent. It's a

good thing that Lex has a hard head!

WACKA-WACKA
When the Combo sign is on, grab your

rival in a head hold, press Toward him

twice, then finish with a Strong Kick.

This tough move is good for an eight-hit

DOUBLE AX-
HANDLE SMASH
Press Strong Punch when Lex is stand-

ing near his opponent. Lex will rush his

opponent and whack him with a cast-

iron fist. Ouch!
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I
f you play Doom on the easiest

difficulty setting, "I'm too young
to die", the game ends at die end

of Episode 1. You can play further in

the game if you change die difficulty

setting to a more challenging level. If

you only raise die difficulty level to

"Hey, not too rough", you won't be able

to reach Episode 3. If you want to

explore more of this game, you must
be willing to cover tougher terrain.

The "I'm too young to die" setting is great for

beginners, but experienced players need to find

greater challenges.

Explore the advanced episodes of Doom by rais-

ing the game's difficulty setting beyond the

first two levels.

BHOW DO I GET THE CHAIN SAW IN EPISODE 1?

Y ou can pick up the chain saw
in one of the secret rooms in

the Nuclear Plant, the sec-

ond area in Episode 1. After getting

the Red Key, open the Red Door. If

you follow the right wall you can
find a small room widi toxic green

Enter the Red Door and follow the right wall to

a room with a column. Flip the switch here.

water and a column in the center.

Hit the switch on the column and
return to the red door. Next to the

red door a secret passage opens.

Walk through the opening and go
straight to the wall. Turn left and
walk up to another wall. Turn right

Face the left wall next to the Green Armor and

press the A Button.

and you should see a room with a

flashing light Turn right again and
follow the left wall to a Green
Armor. Stand on the armor and face

the left wall. If you press the A
Button a passageway will open, giv-

ing you access to the chain saw.

Follow the new secret passage to the chain

saw. You don't need gas for this baby.
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YOSHI'S ISLAND
HOW DO I GET THE SPRING BALL IN

WORLD 3-1?

D inosaurs and toddlers alike

are stumped by the Spring

Ball beneath thebrown plat-

form in World 3-1. You encounter

this perplexing puzzle just past the

Middle Ring in the stage. Trot down
the muddy hill right of the ball and
jump in the water. By holding Down
and Left on the Control Pad, Yoshi

dives underwater and beneath the

hill. Now you can reach the Spring

Ball and a new secret area!

Bouncing off this Spring Ball opens up a secret

room full of 1-up opportunities. The trick is find-

ing a way to reach it.

Hold Down and Left on the Control Pad to dive

beneath the waves. Yoshi can swim through an

underwater passage.

WHERE IS THE LOCKED DOOR IN WORLD 3-2?

M any players easily locate

the key in World 3-2, but
soon discover they can’t

find a door. The locked door is in a

secret room. Work your way up

You found the key, but the real trick is finding a

door. Go to the Middle Ring and jump up.

from the 3-2 Middle Ring to four

rotating purple platforms in the

top-left corner. Stand on the plat-

forms and jump off to the left

behind the tree. Be sure to hold

Stand on the platforms and jump to the left

behind the tree. Jump and hold Up.

thejump button and press Up on
the Control Pad. You won't be able

to see Yoshi and Mario, but a hid-

den pipe takes you to a secret

room and the locked door.

A concealed pipe leads you to a secret room and
the hard-to-find locked door.

HOW DO I FILL IN THE BLOCKS IN WORLD 2-2? a
S cattered throughout World

2-3 are outlines of blocks,

especially around the Mole
Tank and in front of the Goal Ring.

You can connect the dots and fill in

these blocks by transforming into

Super Baby Mario. Stand next to

World 2-3 is full of outlined blocks. Filling in the

dots requires Super Baby Mario power.

the pinball flippers left of the

bouncing Super Star. Don't touch

the Super Star—let it come to you.

Waiting for the star gives you a

head start and extra time to com-
plete the level. As the star bounces
by the Chomp Rock, directly below

Stand next to these pinball flippers and let the

Super Star Bounce up to you.

the locked door, touch it and turn

into Super Baby Mario. Run left

and up until you can sprint right

All the dotted blocks are now solid.

If you keep running, you should be
able to collect more Super Stars

and finally reach the Goal Ring!
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Run right as fast as you can to pick up more

Super Stars and reach the Goal Ring!
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pi MORTAL KOMBAT II

HOW DO I FIND NOOB SAIBOT?

Y ou can fight Noob Saibot (Boon

and Tobias, the game’s creators

spelled backwards) in Mortal

Kombat II by winning 50 games in a row.

Select the two - player mode, at the end
of the 50th round, do not execute a fin-

ishing move or even touch your defeat-

ed opponent. If you stand perfecdy still,

Noob Saibot appears. If you lose to

Noob, win the next match and you'll

automatically be lined up with a
rematch.

While you can't play as Noob Saibot in Mortal
Kombat II, you can fight him.
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50th time, don't move andNoob appears.

HOW DO I EXECUTE THE DEEP FREEZE PLUS?

Y ou can send your frozen

opponent into the Dead
Pool using Sub-Zero's deep

freeze plus. While fighting as Sub-

Zero in the Dead Pool Stage, press

Sub-Zero's Deep Freeze Plus is a great method
for putting your opponents on ice.

Forward twice, Down and execute a

High Kick to freeze your foe. While
your enemy is frozen, quickly press

and hold the Block, L,ow Punch and
Low Kick buttons at the same time.

After freezing your foe, hold the Block, Low
Punch and Low Kick buttons.

Wh ile holdingdown all three buttons,

press and hold Down on die Control

Pad and the High Punch Button. Sub-

Zeroexecutesan uppercut punch and
sends your foe into the Dead Pool.

While holding down the buttons press Down on
the Control Pad and High Punch.

B HOW DO I DO THE KOMBAT TOMB UPPERCUT?

move. For Shang Tsung's fatality,T he Kombat Tomb
Uppercut is the grail of
Mortal Kombat II tricks

and cool moves. This gory ending
lets you see your defeated foe slip

through the spikes in the Tomb
stage. After executing the

The floor of the Kombat Tomb is packed with
spikes. You can add a twisted trick to a fall.

Kombat Tomb Fatality Uppercut,
you must press and hold Down on
both Control Pads. Timing is the

most critical aspect of pulling off

this trick. Each MK2 character
possesses a special move for

pulling off the Kombat Tomb

The Kombat Tomb Uppercut makes your foe slip

through spikes with piercing realism.

hold the Block button, then press

Down, Down, Up and Down. For
Sub-Zero's cool tomb move, press

Down twice, Forward twice, and
tap the Block button. Don’t try

this move on a full stomach.

After executing the uppercut fatality, press

and hold Down on both controllers.
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fP MORTAL KOMBAT II

HOW DO I FIND JADE?

J ade is one of the cool hid-

den characters in Mortal
Kombat II for the Game

Boy. To find him, you must not only

win on the stage directly before the

question mark, but you can only

use kick attacks to defeat your
opponent. During the match you
cannot block. If you meet this crite-

ria, your next match will be against

the mysteriousJade. Good luck! To find Jade, you must kick your way to victory in

the stage just before the question mark.

While kicking your opponent out of the stage,

don't block. Then Jade will appear.

HOW DO I FIND SMOKE?
1

W here there's smoke, it's

toasty. That's all you real-

ly need to remember to

find and fight the hidden character

Smoke. Go to the Bridge Stage and
use the uppercut attack on your

You must get a Toasty before you find Smoke.

Use uppercuts in the Kombat Tomb.

opponent until the programmer's
face appears with the word
"Toasty!”. As soon as you see the pro-

grammer’s face, hold Down on the

Control Pad and press the Start but-

ton. If your timing is perfect, your

As soon as you see the programmer's

("Toasty!") face, hold Down and press Start.

warrior is teleported to Goro's Lair

and you are greeted by the mysteri-

ous and elusive cybernetic ninja.

Now if you can just avoid getting

burned by Smoke!

If you timed everything just right, you warp to

Goro's Lair. Smoke is waiting for you.

Q R A FAST FACTS
Tc:

Counselors' Corner

P.0. Box 97033
Redmond. WA 98073-9733

IASK

Q: Do I really need $50,000 to enter Stage

Seven, The Coco Bongo Club?

A: No. It mentions this in the instruction

manual, but you don't need it. Mail the

money to us instead.

Q: Why won't my guns fire?

A: Either you don't have enough Morph
Energy or you're standing too close to a

wall.

Ci&TLEVANIA
‘ DRACULA X

Q: Where do I use the key?

A: You use the key on the locked doors in

Stage Four.

Q: Where do I find Annette, my girlfriend's

sister?

A: You'll find your girlfriend's sister in

Stage Four. Use the Key to

unlock the first locked door.

DEFENDER/JOUST

Q: How do I get out of Hyperspace in

Defender?

Destroy all of the enemies (or your-

self). Use a Smart Bomb if you

have one.

Q: In Joust, how do I escape the grip

of the lava hand?

. Hold down the B Button if you have

the rapid fly option on, or flap your

wings like crazy and squawk loudly.
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WISH ¥011 WEStE HEiE
A terrorist with a sense of
style, Malone has set up
his private armies in such

glamorous locales as I.as

Vegas and Manhattan.
That makes your job
tougher, because you’ll

have to waste the bad guys
while avoiding skyscrap-

ers and bridges. In San
Francisco, be on guard for snipers lurking in the city’s

famous fog, while in New York, Malone’s marauders
like to shoot from penthouse roofs. Some of your

missions will require you to rescue innocent

taxpayers, which becomes a bit tricky when gunfire

is raining down on you.

zaai: a
SINISTER
ODYSSEY
The action hits home in TH-Q's

smashing sequel to those two
copter clas-

sics, Desert
Strike and
Jungle Strike.

In the year

2001, a mys-
terious media
mogul is

training and
equipping

private armies throughout the

United States. Having failed

as a presidential candidate,

H.R. Malone now plans to

seize power by any means
possible! You battle his evil

forces through more than 90
missions in 10 high-powered
scenarios.

© 1994 ELECTRONIC ARTSAND T-HQ
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The action opens
with you catching

some rayson a Hawaii
beach. Your well-

deserved R&R is

about to end, because

Strike C.O.R.E. has

discovered Malone’s

secret plans to build a

super weapon. Before
each scenario, you’re briefed on Malone’s schemes and
what you’ll have to do. At any time during combat, you

can check out how you’re doing by switching to your

WATCHCOM Information Console. Besides remind-

ing you of your missions, WATCHCOM provides a
i„d map of the

zone. You’ll

jet updates of

the status of your
armor and your fuel

and ammo supplies.

You’ll need all the

info you can get if

you want to quash
Malone’s rebellion!



Your basic pal is the Mohican helicopter,

although you’ll get the opportunity to use a

Blackhawke cargo helicopter to rescue some
shipwrecked vacationers. Before each mission,

you’ll choose a co-pilot to fire your guns and
operate the winch,

which is used to pick

up hostages, fuel

and ammo. Choose
carefully. Your life is

in your co-pilot’s hands! Down Mexico way,

you’ll leave your trusted helicopter behind to

commandeer one of the Ground Assault

Vehicles that Malone’s engineers are building

in an old auto factory.

HIT THE
JACKPOT

SLOW COPTER

in Mexico. Urban Strike offers you
a choice of a slow Blackhawke
cargo helicopter for rescuing peo-

TAKE A UMOEWilM
TRUSTY

For the first time in a Strike game, you c;

on foot. Armed with an MR9 assault rifle t

fires bullets and Hydra missiles, you’ll reset

captured C.O.R.E. fighters held captive on an
oil rig off Baja California and on Alcatraz

Island. Later, you’ll blast through Malones
Monolith Hotel and Casino on
the Las Vegas strip. Move fast and
get your sharpshooting skills

down cold. Whether on land or in

the air, resist the urge to waste

in sight. More thanjust

't-’em-up. Urban
Strike requires you to think

strategically and
resources.

A
A* ^

pie drifting at sea. Stick with your

smaller but faster and better-

armed Mohican, though. It's a far

better choice for dodging enemy
fire.

Your luck will run

out fast if you stroll

through the casino.

Those slot machines
don't give any pro-

tection at all, so
don't bother wasting

your Hydra missiles

taking them out.

Just move last,

blasting the pit

bosses as you go.
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Are you rarin' for some

fast-paced gambling

action? Is your favorite

Elvis song "Viva Las

Vegas"? Then put y *

chips on Nintendo's

new Super Game

title. Vegas Stakes

delivers all the white-

knuckle thrills of a trip

to the Babylon in the

Basin, without the bad

buffet food and cheesy

floor shows!

The puzzle masters at HAL who brought
you Shanghai and The Adventures of

Lolo deliver another winner for

Nintendo. Long-time game-players

will spot similarities with Vegas

Dream, the NES classic from 1990.

This 4-meg fun pack features such

casino classics as poker, craps,

roulette, blackjack and the slot

machines. The proceedings have
been embellished with colorful

Super Game Boy frames and musi-

cal scores for each of the four

casinos you visit. Colorful

strangers accost you at the

gaming tables, and you have

to decide whether to take a

flyer on their offers.HAL has

even spiced up the action

with horse racing and
boxing. Remember one big

advantage that video games
have over real life: the

Reset Button!
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I Four casinos are

open for your gaming
w pleasure. You'll start off

with a bankroll of $1,000 at

llilililJIatlil

the popular Golden
Paradise, where the action

starts at $50. At any time, you can
move up to the spanking new 2020
or down to the seedy Hideaway.
Pounding techno pop drives the

fast and furious action at the 2020,

where the wagering starts at $100.

Hit a streak of bad luck, though,

and you'll be welcomed to hard
times, also known as the once-

great Hideaway. With a mini-

mum bet of $1, at least you can't

lose money too fast. If you can
rack up $100,000, you'll get a

personal invitation to the pres-

tigious Laurel Palace. Betting

here starts at $1,000, and the

sky's the limit.

VEGAS STAKES

|
Your status at

I the spiffy

Laurel Palace

!
casino, grants

you the plea-

sure of losing

money faster

than anyone
else in town.

aHiM
Once the snooty doorman at the

Laurel Palace lets you in, make
a beeline for the blackjack table

and bet everything you have. If

you lose, just hit Reset and
you'll have your cash back. If

you win, save your game, then
bet everything again. In no
time at all you'll have $10 mil-

lion in your pocket.

Feelinc .......

to the"budget blackjack

table at the Hideaway. Bets
range from $1 to a whopping
50 smackers.

The one-armed bandits at

you up for Si, $5 or $25
wagers.

Follow the rolling ball to the

tune of $1 to $50 per bet.

That's chump change to the

regulars in town.

proposition when you can't

put down a bet bigger than

$50. The minimum Bet is $1.

One portrait of George
Washington will get you in

this game. Bets range from
$1 to an Alexander Hamilton,

or $10.

imAfli
Your sojourn on the Strip will

probably begin with this

game, where bets range
From $50 to $500.

Bet anywhere from $100 to

$1,000 per hand in the prici-

est casino of the lower

three.

Bet $1, $5, $25 or $50. With
money like that, it's no sur-

prising the patrons at the

Laurelcall this place the

Brass Paradise.

You have your choice of $25,

$50, $100 or $500 machines.

You can bet as much as five

times the dollar-amount of

the machine.

Bets here range from $50 to

$500. Just for kicks, annoy
the operator by spilling your

root beer on the spinning

wheel.

Bet $100 to $1,000. You can

make many bets on each

spin of the wheel, choosing

single numbers or various

combinations.

The croupier will scarcely

conceal nis smirk if you bet

the $50 minimum. He'll grin if

you offer the top bet of
$500.

You can wager $100 to

$1,000, but you can make
multiple bets per throw or

series of throws.

The ante and minimum bet

are both $50, while the max-
imum bet is $300. You aren't

quite with the tuxedo
crowd, but you're learning.

Get started by tossing $100

into the pot. The minimum
bet is $100 and the maximum
bet is $1,000.

With a minimum bet of

$1,000 and no limit on the

top bet, it's no surprise the

dealer will call you "Sir" or

"Ma'am."

The Laurel's one-armed
bandits will nick you for

$50, $100, $500 or $1,000

per round.

Bets here start at $1,000

and don't stop. Hey! Was
that James Bond at the

next table, calling

"Banco"?

about a game w
starts at $1,000 and does
not stop. Nerve-wracking,
perhaps, but not crappy.

With an ante of $1,000, a

minimum bet of $1,000 and
no limit on the maximum
bet, you have to ask your-

self: "Do I feel lucky?"
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Each player gets two cards,

then calls for more as

desired. The object is to get

as close as possible to 21 with-

out going over. The jack,

queen and king are worth 10

apiece, aces are worth one or

11 and numbered cards are

worth their face value.

I
You can "double

down," or double your
“ be t, if you receive a

nine, ten or ace

worth 11. You can also

double your bet if

you're dealt two like cards. You then

split the cards to start two differ-

ent hands in the same deal. You can
win or lose big in a split situation,

but most likely you'll break even.

mmm
All the one-armed bandits in

Vegas Stakes work similarly.

At each casino, you choose

from among four denomi-
nations. You can place as

many as five bets per pull of

the handle. If you place only

one bet, only the middle row
counts. If you place two bets,

you'll leave the bottom row
uncovered.

I

Playing the slots is the

same as playing with

Lady Luck. Although no

skill is involved, you can

reduce your risk slight-

ly by betting the maxi-

mum on each pull of the lever. If you

do that and the top or bottom rows
hit a winning combination, your pay-

off will be doubled. You can't place a

double bet on the middle row, though.

writ
Roulette is one of the oldest

and most popular casino

games. The wheel has 38
numbered slots. Half of
numbers 1 through 36 are

red and half are black. The
remaining two slots, 0 and
00, are green. You can bet on
many varied combinations
in this game.

badassy
Your trips to the

roulette wheel should

be for fun, not profit.

That's because in the

long run, the odds

slightly favor the

house. For example, betting and win-

ning "straight up," or on a single num-

ber, only pays off at 35-1 odds. If the

game were totally fair, it would pay

off at 37-1 odds.

You can bet a maximum of $20,000 on
boxing matchesor horse races.Cheeryour
pick onTV in the casino lounge. The staff

will cheerfully serve you a complimen-
tary soda pop, although only the Golden
Laurel offers double maraschino cherries.



VEGAS STAKESI

your pocket!

;dH|| When playing at the

ilJflWffffl Hideaway, bet the
hilliMlUfl maximum and the

I dealer will often fold

I before the final deal.
1 Savvier dealers at the

Golden Paradise and 2020 will often
call your bluff, though. It's surpris-

ingly easy to break the bank at the

Laurel Palace, provided you have a

cool half-million. Just bet that

amount and win.

discount. These
frequently pay
off big! If

someone asks
if you remem-
ber them, say

laugh at you
for wearing that

overpriced hunk
of cubic zirconi-

um. And the guy
who wants to go
to the hospital?

Well, he'll pick

half your hard-

A weird assortment of con artists,

starry-eyed risk-takers and eerily

nice folks who just want to give

you their money roam the Vegas

night. If you decide to strike a

deal, stay by your gaming table

until thev return.

TAKE THESE RISKS!

Take all offers

to buy a lottery

Seven-card stud is the only

card game you can play at

the four casinos open for

business. Each player gets

two cards down and one up.

The holder of the highest

card opens the betting.

Three more cards are dealt

face up before the last card is

dealt down. Bets are placed

after each deal. You can fold,

or give up, after each deal.

Follow the tumbling dice in

one of the fastest, most excit-

ing games on the Strip. You
can jump in and bet at any
time. The first roll is called

the "come-out" and estab-

lishes the "point." "Craps"

refers to rolls of 2, 3 or 12.

Boxing matches pay even odds.

Because you don t pay the commis-
sion, they're a better bet than slots,

roulette or craps.

You have no information on the horses

besides their name and the odds. If you
feel lucky, bet on the longshot.

I

There are 36 possible

combinations when
rollina two dice. The
mostlikely outcome
is a 7, which has a one
in six chance of mak-

ing an appearance. If you bet on 2 or

12, though, the odds run 35-1 against

you. To guarantee themselves a

profit, casinos have carefully calcu-

lated the odds and commissions
that winners must pay.

diamonds. The
swanky crowd
at the Laurel
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You've played it in the arcades, you've played it on your
Super NES, and now you can play Mortal Kornbat 3 every
where you go! That’s because Williams Entertainment

1

**!

Mortal Kombat 3, one of the hottest street fighting gamed
the year, is on its way for your Game Boy. The tiny Pak is

stuffed with cool Kombat Kodes, fatalities, special characti

moves and even the babalities! Although Mortal Kombat

!

received a Mature rating from the IDSA ratings board, thi

game is no more violent than previous Mortal Kombat
games. Even so, it's not for the squeamish!

PALETTE1-B

If you can't get enough of Mortal Kombat 3 at the

arcades or on your Super NES, Mortal Kombat 3
for Game Boy is definitely for you. This game was
made for the street fighting enthusiast.
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Choose your champion! Normal play allows you
to pick one of eight different Mortal Kombat 3

fighters, but if you use a cod&you can burn up

the competition by adding Smoke to your arsenal

WILLIAMS’ SECRET INGREDIENTS

FOR SUCCESS
Developing this game on
Game Boy was no easy task.

MK 3 has a major following
among discriminating game
enthusiasts, especially in the
arcade crowd. But hold on to
your quarters — all the popu-
lar elements of this smash hit

are included on Game Boy.
Players get Killer

Kontestants, an arsenal
of Kombat Kodes and
three towering levels of
challenge. If you picked
up a few Kombat Kodes
at the arcade or on your
Super NES, try them out
on your Game Boy. Some
of the best ones work!
While not all of the Super
NES MK 3 characters are
in the Game Boy version,
the ones included possess
their trademark moves.
Turn the page and check
out the specific moves for
yoiJf'favorite Kombatant!

r«

> Vi

THE DIVINE

!

Choose one of the nine contps

tants and fight for the right to con-
front Shao Kahn. MK 3 inclut'

Sindel, Sektor, Kabal, Sheeva, Siib-

Zero, Kano, Sonya, Cyrax a^d
Smoke! These masters of mayheqi
all have their trademark moves.Use
them as you Confront your favorite)

foe in four different arenas.Justlikd,

in the arcade, you can upper-cut
;

your opponent through the subwaj
ceiling and up onto the city streets!

KOWBRT RODS
the

or don’t

play by them at

all. Kombat
Kodes take your
game to a totally

different level

of play. The cool

codes are given

to you randomly
when you lose a
match. Write them down. Input the symbols
prior to starting a new game and get ready to

fight like you’ve
M never fought

MK •- MK before. If you can’t

wait for a random

^ .

code, copy down
the Kombat Kodes
below and get on
the path to victory!

tf.fr mk -v <8

MORTAL
KOMBAT 3

Pick your^ of difficult

before you ascend.to leg-

endary fame and for-

tune.MK 3 gives you the

level you need with
three unique challenge
towers. The Nov ice

tower has five floors of

gut wrenching carnage,

while the Master
J'*"

tower packs atoti

nine fights. N<

ter which path you
pick, you hav&three
lives before you’re

knocked off.
’

It s a long climb/tb the top,

but if you make all the right

moves, you'Heventually find

yourself standing on top of a

challenge tower, pitted

against the mighty Shao
Kahn.
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Special Forces Agent Sonya
Blade has hunted the renegade
thief Katio throughout all the

Mortal Kombat games. -After

cornering the elusive ro^^^in
the ruins of the street stage.

Sonya is ready to collect hw.
bounty. Kano won’t be captured
without a fight, even if it is a bat-

tle to the end. Learn about some
cool moves as these bitter rivals

settle their scores!

Unload a ring attack by tapping Down, Down/
Forward. Forward and hitting the Punch Button.

Kano automatically throws his victims when
you move in close and press the Punch Button.

Anyone who has
stepped into the MK 3

arena knows the slogan
“There is No Knowledge
That is Not Power.”
Knowing your strengths
and weaknesses, as well as
those of your foe’s, puts
you way ahead in the game.
The third Mortal Kombat
tournament is packed with
classic confrontations and
bitter rivalries. All Kontest
Kombatants enter the
fray complete with
lethal attacks and

^

clouded pasts. The k3ti

only way to discover
their secrets is to play _
as or against them for

many hours. Of
course, Nintendo
Power has managed
to spy on a few rounds
of Kombat to steal a
few moves. Try out
these special moves the
next time you’re invad-

ed by the Outworld

^ forces. The knowledge
is in Power...your issue

of Nintendo Power!

Sonya executes her Bicycle

Kick when you tap Back,

Back, Back/Down, Down
dmkgress the Kick Button.

Hold the Block Button and

press Up, Up, Back and
Down to finish your foe

with Sonya's kiss of death.

To activate Kano's Laser Eye

Fatality, press the Punch

Button once, Block twice

and finish with a kick.

While scouring
the smoldering ®

r~ ir* ruins of a desert-

ed city, Sheeva, person-
al bodyguard for Shao
Kahn’s bride, Sindel,

encounters the cyber-

ninja, Cyrax, concealed
— in the shadows of

rubble. Thesome
cyber-ninja poses a

threat to Queen
Sindel’s safety and
must be eliminated.

This match looks
like a classic con-
frontation between
brute Shokan
strength and high
tech processing
speed.

Cyrax finishes the fight in

explosive style if you press
Down, Down, Up, Down and
tap the Punch Button.

There's no fish story here. Trap your

prey in Cyrax's net by tapping Back
twice on the Control Pad and execut
ing a Kick. Stomp out slime! Execute

Sheevas stomp attack by

pressing Down then Up on
the Control Pad.
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Ouch! Kabal corners Sindel with
the Ground Blade attack. Quickk
press Back twice on the Control

Pad and execute a Kick.

Its a harKJoss! Add a stunning

^cream Glob attack by pressing

Forward twee times and tapping

the Punch ftutton.

Toss Sindel around and

then give her a shot from

your eye! Tap Back, Back
and execute a Punch.

If you're the best, you'll rise to the top and

fight Emperor Shao Kahn. Look in upcoming
issues for a special code to play as Kahn!

KABAL VS. SINDEL
While Sheeva and Cyrax battle it

out, Queen Sindel encounters dange
in another form. Seeking food and
vengeance, the nomadic warrior Kabal
sees Sindel and sneaks in for a surprise
attack. Unfortunately the surprise is on
Kabal—Sindel is waiting for him! After
sleeping for 10,000 years, Sindel is deter-
mined not to rest on anyone’s terms but
her own. Prepare for Kombat Karnage!

MORTAL
KOMBAT 3

Finish your opponent by

pressing the following

series of buttons: Punch,

Punch, Block, Punch, Block.

Spin your opponent like a

little toy top by pressing

Back then Forward and

tapping your Kick button.

SUB-^Ef\Q

SENIOR vs. a
N A cybernetic assassin, Sektbr

; s programmed to seek out aVid

destroy Sub-Zero. While Sub-Z<

and Sektor once belonged to

same ninja order, a question .of

honor now pits the warriors against

one another. Sektor’s coding-eon-
tains the secrets Sub-Zero is Joo^
ing for, but it’s going to be tougl

break open the cyber-ninja’s -high

tech armor. 'f

Now Sektor's one cool Kombatant! Sub-Zero
freezes his foes when you tap Down, Down/
Forward, Forward and hit the Punch Button.

MK -*'H T> '“O' 1

* If ft ® ,f

pressing the Block Button.

Teleport out of trouble and

pressing Forward 1

and executing a Kick.
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PLAYER S POLL VOL. 79
‘ r'"*0 BOX 97062

Redmond, WA 98073-9762

One entry per person, please. All

entries must be postmarked no later

than January 2, 1996. We are not

responsible for lost or misdirected

!

0n or about January 15, 1996, winners

will be randomly drawn from among
all eligible entries. By accepting their

prizes, winners consent to the use of

their names, photographs, or other

likenesses for !the purpose of adver-

tisements or promotions on behalf of

Pi' xwL JnM

!flf (Tflu-n mnrirfV i
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Can you score a 100% in all the levels in World 3?

Cruising through the first seven levels won't be
a problem, but escaping unscathed from Naval

Piranha might require a few tries. To qualify,

you must finish the bonus stage. Take a picture

of your file screen scores for World 3 and send it

in to the Arena. The first twenty entries with a

100% score pick up four Power Stamps!

* i « j •+
' »

:

Last month's Arena asked you for your top

combo scores, but now we want to know how
fast you can knock your opponent out of a

match. Send in a picture of the Speed Demon
screen with your best times in the game. For
best results, play against yourself in two-player

mode.The top ten Speed Demons pick up four

Power Stamps!

After nailing a killer time, wait for the demo screen to

scroll through all of the scores and take a snapshot of

the Speed Demons screen.

Attention! Listen up,jar heads! You wimps had
an easy walk in the park in last month's chal-

lenge, so don't start whining about shore leave!

You're being transferred back down to the

planet for another mission. You're landing in

Episode 2 on the “Shores of Hell.” You must
complete the first stage, the Deimos Anomaly,
with the lowest time and nail a 100% in Kills,

Items, and Secrets. The ten best times will

receive ten Power Stamps!

Be sure to include your name, address and Member Number on the back of your photo Power Stamps for use towards the purchase of Super Power Supplies. Nintendo

when you send in your entry for one of our Challenges. All entries to the Challenges Power Staff determines the selection of printed scores. Address your entries to:

printed in this issue must be received no later than January 15, 1996, to qualify for the POWER PLAYERS' ARENA
Power Stamp prizes. The players who best complete a Challenge receive four Super pQ BOX 97033 REDMOND WA 98073-9733
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DONKEY KONG LAND FINAL FANTASY III

HOW MANY GENJI GLOVES
CAN YOU COLLECT?

Yeah, yeah, we did this chal-
lenge last month, but we
received so many entries that
we had to print them in two
issues! Congratulations to
everyone!

HOUMA, LA

HOLT. Ml

SAUGUS. CA

KENOSHA, Wl

MILWAUKEE, Wl

WILMINGTON. DE

NAMPA. ID

MARIETTA, GA
4

MARIETTA. GA

LANCE BROWN

NEW CASTLE. PA

DASON SCHEINER.

LEVITTOWN, NY

Highest Percentage

BUST-A-MOVE
Best Score in Challenge Mode

WING YAU 147.420

LONG ISLAND CITY, NY
MICHAEL KATZOURIN 12,640

FAIR LAWN. ND

MICHAEL LIPINSKI 6,460

FERGUSON. MO
DUSTIN SEEGMILLER 3,350

PHEONIX. AZ

Can anyone get a hundred percent in

Donkey Kong Land? The first TEN readers to

nail 100% scores pick up four Power Stamps!
Grab your Game Boy and go bananas!

LOONEY TUNES B-BALL

WINNERSA picture might be worth a

thousand words, but make
sure you include a few of
your own when submitting

an Arena accomplishment or

Player Challenge. Some
players forget to include the

important stuff like their

name, address or the nature

of their Player Challenge (or

other things, like what kind

of side dish they prefer with

their Super NES Controller).

Include the vital information

so you can get credit where
it’s due!

Highest Point Total

Aaargh! Mario and the Princess look radioac-

tive! Take a few pictures at various levels of

brightness and pick your best shot.

Chris Flemmer, (a.k.a.) "Someone," of Lodi, CA
sent in this crystal clear photo.

KEVIN HOGAN 1.119

ST. PETERS, MO

GENE PUIG 1,006

BAYSHORE. NY

EMILY NICHOLAS 721

SUNLAND. CA

Before you can enter one of the

challenges, you must first capture

your score on film. As many of you
know, this can be tricky. If you are

taking a photo of a Super NES, first

move your system near your televi-

sion so you can get a photo of both

the system and high score at the

same time. Dim the lights in the

room a little bit, then take a few

photos without a flash. When you
are taking a photo of a Game Boy,

place it on a flat surface and take

the photo using natural light (NO
FLASH!). If you are using a game
enhancement device to get your
entry score, get a life, quit cheating,

and try again without one.
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£ t Company Nintendo

<4iS* Release Date December 1995
‘tlaf* Memory Size 32 Megabits

The biggest hit of all time can't hold a

banana to its sequel. DKC2 does it all.

Nintendo and Rare
have conspired once
again to stun the

gaming world with a

16-bit game that flat-

tens the 32-bit com-
petition. In Donkey
Kong Country 2,

Diddy and co-star,

Dixie, swing, swim,
hop, stomp, roll and

whirl through more than one hundred areas. This
time around, Donkey Kong has been ape-knaped and
it’s up to Diddy and Dixie to follow the trail of bananas
through K. Roofs island stronghold and rescue the big

ape. All of the game is new, but you’ll find some famil-

iar fun in the action with helpful animal pals, blasting

barrels and loads of bonus areas. It’s more challenging

than the original game, too, due to more puzzle tasks

and better Artificial Intelligence. In particular, the

stage-end guardian characters seem to learn and they

change their patterns of attack, making it difficult to

predict what will happen next As for graphics, whoa!

Rare simply gets better

and better. More spe-

cial effects, better ani-

mation, new charac-

ters both pals and
Kremlings. If you were
one of the millions of
DKC fans last year, it’s

time to jump back on
the banana wagon,
because this year’s monkey business is the best plat-

form game yet.

Awesome graphics, game play and sound. New characters.

'*0 Improved A.I. More than 100 areas.

© Doesn't have Donkey Kong until the end. Quite a bit more challeng-

ing than the original, so don't expect a free ride.

Company
Release Date

.

Memory Size.

Acclaim
December 1995
24 Megabits

A new slugger steps up to the plate and
sends a long ball into the upper deck.

Frank Thomas helped Acclaim in the motion capture stu-

dio for the creation of the animation for Big Hurt and his

signature power swing looksgreat That’s not all that looks

great The batting perspective from the catcher’s view-

point is very dramatic and the animation of fielding also
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looks pretty smooth. In addition to the Big Hurt himself,

the game also packs in the rest of the stars of the MLBPA
and includes rosters that were updated after the trading

dead-line last summer. As a result, you’ll find players such

as David Cone in New
York and Andy Benes

in Seattle. A solid

pitching engine gives

Big Hurt Baseball an
extra dimension, but

there are limitations.

Sports Scene looks at

the good and the bad
in this month’s Power.

&
©

Good graphics. MLBPA license. Good play and setup options.

Unrealistically fast base running. No variety in pitchers and types

of pitches.

KUW'XKI
SUPER BIKE CHALLENGE

Company
Release Date.
Memory Size.

.Time Warner Interactive

.November 1995

.8 Megabits

Two-wheeled racing returns to the Super
NES from Time Warner.

Kawasaki lends its name and logo to another motorcycle

tournament racinggame, but this time you won’t get wet.

Time Warner and Domark put this game together with

an eye toward economy in size and graphics. Although

the graphics look simple and don’t

convey a sense of speed, the tracks do have ups and
downs which can add to the challenge. KSB Challenge

includes 15 international courses including the

notorious Suzuka
endurance race. The
two-player, horizon-

tally split screen adds

a bit more excite-

ment. Video motor-
cycle racing can put

you on the edge of

your seat when it’s

done right, as was
done in GP-1, but
Kawasaki Super Bike

Challenge misses the adrenaline zone by a wide margin.

On the other hand, this eight megabitgame may not cost

as much as today’s larger 16 and 24 megabit games,

which are now the standard memory size.

©
©

Nice lean/drift control using Right and Left Buttons. Possibly a

good price. Passwords to save your progress in the game.

Poor graphics and sound. No sense of speed.

MECHWARRIOR 3050
- *

i—

—

\) |

mVM Company Activision

Release Date November 1995
l lull

U

Memory Size 12 Megabits

Command powerful mech units in FASA's

high-tech, lethal future.

Battletech role-playing and computer games have ere-
j

ated an entire genre of science-fiction. In these
[

worlds, soldiers go to battle in the cockpits of huge,

walking battle tanks. With heavy armor and awesome I

weapons, the mechs duke it out, while puny mortals
f

stand by helpless. Activision’s MechWarrior 3050
reproduces the FASA concept in a three-quarter view

Super NES game in which you control a mech in vari- I

ous off-world missions. The tactics begin from the
j

moment you choose I

your weapon settings

to the final crunch as

you step on the last

enemy truck. The
j;

two-player mode
|

allows for cooperative

action with one player

guiding the mech and
the other aiming the

upper turret unit and
unleashing the rain of

destruction. Like the Strike series of attack helicopter

games from EA, this game is based on missions and \

presents a constant challenge. This month’s Take 2

review introduces you to the future.

© Cool themes. Good control. Password for saving progress.

© Very tough at first. Sharp learning curve.

MORTAL KOMBAT 3
UmP
BOVl

Company Williams Entertainment
Release Date December 1995
Memory Size 4 Megabits

One of the best mini-fighters ever to mess
up a Game Boy screen.

Mortal Kombat 3 for Game Boy does a great job of
reproducing the look and feel of the original tourna-

ment fighter. You may find fewer moves and charac-

ters, only nine characters made it, including Smoke.

Not all of the Kombat Kodes made it into the game,
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either, but the

animation of the

large characters

looks excellent

and play control is

quick. Williams
didn’t include
Super Game Boy
enhancements, but
even so, MK3 looks

and plays like a winner. For the big picture on this

mini Pak, turn to this month’s review.

9
Good graphics and control.

Missing seven original characters. No two-player option.

Mil!)
I -4 PLAYERS

Company Konami
Release Date December 1995
Memory Size 16 Megabits

Arcade action comes home with a slam
from Konami.

Better kftown as the num-
ber one arcade b-ball hit,

NBA Run ‘N Gun, this

Super NES version, of
Give ‘N Go is essentially

the samegame. Up to four

players at a time control

teams of five NBA players

in fast-breaking, hard-

contact action. The NBA
license includes teams, logos and most players, but not

Shaq orJordan. In addition to the arcade action, Konami
threw in season and post-season modes and a password for

saving the schedule. You can set up your controller or

change the difficulty, as well.To see how well this arcade hit

fits into the home scene, turn to our Sports Scene review.

9 Big characters. Fast action. Multi-player. Includes both arcade

and season modes.

moves. Some flicker in the graphics under crowd-

NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB '96

Company Acclaim
Release Date December 1995
Memory Size 24 Megabits

Out of the huddle and ready to score,

NFL QB Club is back for more.

Acclaim made the right off-season moves to bring back
a champion with this edition ofNFL Quarterback Club
‘96. The fun, but awkward QB contest has been
replaced with a practical Practice mode that helps you
learn the game. The other main options remain the

same, including the excellent Simulation mode in

which you play out scenarios. Graphically, this newQB
Club stands alone in

the football world.

Neither Madden ‘96

nor Tecmo Super
Bowl III look as pret-

ty. Game play also

shines and there is a

lot of depth to the

play. The 400 plays in

the game give foot-

ball sim fans as many
options as the pros, but execution will determine who
wins and who loses. This month, Sports Scene enters

the huddle and calls the plays.

m ^ Company
Release Date

.

Memory Size.

.Koei

.November 1995

.24 Megabits

Would World War II have had a different

outcome if you commanded the fleet?

Koei continues its series of historical war strategies

with P.T.O. II: Pacific Theater of Operations. Fans of
these complex games already know what to expect, but

P.T.O. II truly goes over the deep end with the level of

detail. Operations are no longer limited to a few bases

as in the first game.
As commander of
the American or

Japanese navies, you
can make use of
facilities from India

to the east coast of
the United States.

Koei’s games make
use of pull-down
type menus in a

turn-based system
of play. You move each unit and set its parameters, then

end the turn. The computer resolves all conflicts

where combatants meet. P.T.O. II includes some bells

and whistles you might not expect, such as a special
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guided torpedo action sequence. At 24 megabits with a

battery, P.T.O. II might cost an arm and a leg, but you get

ten scenarios beginning with Pearl Harbor and ending
at Iwojima and Naha. Epic Center plunges into the fray

this month.

©
Big and complex. Players control almost everything imaginable.

Incredible precision (and some luck) is required to get fleets to

meet and right. Very slow to make turns. Slow learning curve.

Porky Pig is finally ready for the release of

his first game on the Super NES.

Company
Release Date..
Memory Size..

Acclaim
November 1995
16 Megabits

Porky’s holiday was delayed for seven months— what a

nightmare. Now he’s ready to p-p-party, but his dreams
keep going sour. Acclaim wanders into the whacky
Looney Tunes business with this title that was originally

from Sunsoft and wasscheduled to be released last spring.

Now it’s December and Porky is finally stepping out so we
drought we’d refresh your memory. In this side-scrolling

platform game, Porky explores half a dozen worlds, each

with several stages and a guardian at the end. Porky’s wan-
derings take him through Adantis, a western ghost town,

the Alps, a not-quite abandoned mine and a castle.

Although most of the action is standard stuff, some of the
graphics and special

effects add a lot to the

game. The rotating,

Mode 7 tree stump in

the Haunted Forest is

especially cool. For tips

and strategies on
Porky,see theMay 1995

issue of Nintendo
Power.

Nice graphics with some excellent effects. A good game for

younger players.

Basic side-scrolling action. Music and sound is a bit weak. Not
overly challenging.

-=ra§'m iiiiit!)

Company Black Pearl

Release Date December 1995
Memory Size 16 Megabits

More madmen threaten democracy in the
latest Strike series game from Black
Pearl/T*HQ.

This Super NES chopper whopper adds several new fea-

tures, including more detailed graphics and the use of a
second helicopter gun ship. With 40 missions in ten

areas, Urban Strike

presents a lot of ways

to get shot down. As
always, the action

primarily takes place

in the air and behind
enemy lines. Your co-

pilot takes care of the

shooting and winch-

ing up of supplies

and P.O.W.S, but you
must put the chopper in the right place. It isn’t easy.

T'HQdid a goodjob reproducing all the details of the

EA game. In fact, some of the graphics are an improve-

ment, but the play control doesn’t feel quite as sharp.

This month’s Take 2 review looks at the battle plan.

©
O

More detailed graphics than previous Strike games. Lots of

missions.

Enemies and targets take a huge amount of damage before

being destroyed.

Now you can win big bucks on the Vegas
strip no matter where you want to play.

Nintendo’s Super Game Boy version of Vegas Stakes

does a solid job of recreating the Super NES game.
Unlike many gambling games, Vegas Stakes adds to the

mix an element of adventure. Throughout your gam-
ing, characters offer you chances to make humanitari-

an gestures or to risk your cash. Some will pay off and
others are a scam. In the meantime, you can win big

bucks playing Blackjack, Poker, Roulette, and Craps. As
your wallet grows
fat, you can take it

uptown to the big

stakes tables. In all,

there are four casi-

nos where you can
make your fortune.

Take a walk on the

wild side of Vegas
with this month’s
Vegas Stakes review.

©
o

Easy controls. Fun adventure element.

Only four games of chance.
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Wario's Virtual Boy debut takes 3-D gam-
ing to a deeper level.

game in Trimaran mode—that’s the big, three-

hulled ship. You shoot at Smokers and rescue
Atollers, pretty much the same as in the Virtual Boy
game. The second activity is diving for treasure, but
you can only hold your breath for a set period of

time. Finally, on the Atolls themselves, you must
wipe out bad guys, collect guns, and go to the shops

to get special items. It’s a weird mix, but there’s a lot

of action. Will you sink or swim? Before you take the

plunge, head out to this month’s review.

Virtual Boy Wario
I : : " : i
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stages, you’ll face

four major baddies and hundreds of lesser foes who
come at Wario from every side, including the front

and the back. As in his Game Boy adventure from
last year, Wario wears special hats to help him head
off danger. If you’ve waited for a big Virtual Boy
game, this is it. Our in-depth review shows you the

depths.

©
©

Excellent use of 3-D graphics and game elements. Lots of fun.

You’ll want even more.

WATERWORLD

Company Ocean
Release Date December 1995
Memory Size 16 Megabits

The Mariner must save Enola and the

Atollers from the ravages of the Smokers in

Ocean's action-packed Super NES version

of Waterworld.

In this wet future, only the strong take baths. At
least that’s what it seems like in Waterworld the

movie. Ocean
borrowed several

concepts, includ-

ing the grungy
look of the atolls,

and turned them
into an action

game with sever-

al distinct activi-

ties. As Costner,

you begin the

Q
©

Interesting variety, at first.

The same three types of stages keep repeating.

WAYNE GRETZKY AND THE
NHLPA ALL-STARS

©y© Company Time Warner Interactive

AAfl Release Date November 1995
*» «•* w Memory Size 12 Megabits

1 - 4 PLAYERS

It's fast hockey without slots and pull rods.

Wayne Gretzky
carves his name
on the ice along
with his team-
mates and oppo-
nents in the

NHL Player’s
Association, but
he doesn’t make
much more of an
impact in this

hockey game from Time Warner. Stick fans will find

most of the options they want including season and
post-season play. There’s also an instant Just Play

option to get you straight into the action. Last

month’s Sports Scene covered the game

Fast learning curve. Multi-player option. Full-motion video high-

^0 lights. Puck and characters are larger than in other games.

O No NHL license. Animation is jerky. Winner of Fight option in

Arcade mode stays on the ice.

Crushing blows and painful holds from the

kings of the ring in WWF's arcade game
for the Super NES.
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Acclaim and
Williams truly
spruced up the

WWF Wrestlemania
series in The Arcade
Game by giving it

special moves pat-

terned after Mortal

Kombat and other

tournament fight-

ers. Gone are the days of mindless wrestling controls

that might or might not lead to a pin. The moves and
graphics are great, but the animation ate up the mem-
ory and only six wrestlers made it into the finalgame-
two short of the total in the original. Doink and his

cronies engage in comic moves that are a lot more fun
than the serious moves of previousWWF outings. Is it

enough? Take a ringside seat with this month’s no-

holds-barred review.

O Excellent graphics. Some cool moves. Fun.

Too few wrestlers. Voice-over gets old quickly.
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DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2: DIDDY'S KONG QUEST

FRANK THOMAS BIG HURT BASEBALL

KAWASAKI SUPER BIKE CHALLENGE

MECHWARRIOR 3050

MORTAL KOMBAT 3

NBA GIVE’N GO

NFL QUARTERBACK CLUB ’96

p.t.o. n

PORKY PIG’S HAUNTED HOLIDAY

URBAN STRIKE

VEGAS STAKES

WARIO LAND HHHHHHHBi
waterworld I

WAYNE GRETZKY AND THE NHLPA ALL-STARS 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.3

WWF WRESTLEMANIA: THE ARCADE GAME 4.0 3.3 3.6 3.1 *

ng mwit/ saai
Mii)
PASS-
WORD

#
BATTERY
BACK-UP

GAME
LINK

SUPER SUPER
GAME BOY FX

If you like the same types of games as one of our

Power editors, then check for his or her seal of approval above.

O Scott k Jon
Sports, Simulations, Adventures Fighting, Simulations, RPGs
Leslie % Dan
RPGs, Puzzles, Adventures Action, Adventures, Puzzles

•k Jeff Terry
Action, Sports, Fighting RPGs, Simulations, Sports

ihbuiiiim-
These Independant Digital Software Assoc, ratings

reflect appropriate ages for players. The cate-

gories include:EC=Early Childhood, K-A=Kids to

Adults, T=Teen (13+), M=Mature (17+), A=Adult

(18+), NR=No Rating. To contact the IDSA regarding

the rating system, call 1-800-771-3772.
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gjfctey, you know, it's a sweet emo-

tion when the ultimate rock and roll

arcade game heads home for the Super

NES. Revolution X walks that way, featuring a

hard rockinck, soundtrack from Aerosmith th

never le$i up, from an L.A. nightclub to the rain forests

of South America, and neither do

ngik t *1e 9raPh'cs or the sound-

iLZtei i
track. If you haven't squan-

/Si g|r
^ dered all your CD savings in the

[f Jj ^ arcade, what it's all about is a

\
•.

j

- y* fanatic organization that wants to

B
|

stop rock and roll. Guess they don't

know that rock and roll will never

JJ J J-
t die! Still, the fools have kidnaped

the-band-that-will-never-die and
v V only you, their most lethal and

dedicated fan, can save the

rockers from a life of imprisonment and Mel Torme velvet fog tor-

ture techniques. What you've got going for you is a sharp-shooting

will to chill and tons of power-ups. Rev X also boasts a host of hid-

den secrets, as many as you'll find in NBA Jam. What all this means

is that Rev X won't end up gathering dust like all those other

toys in the attic. Acclaim hopes to release Revolution X

by the end of the $jear,

but it may be a close race.

IJ JflV V -
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FftAftlK 7SM3MAS SSSHUmBASEBALL

The final version of Final Fightj

jmye^foWI^Clpcom
Time to reach the

shelves by the end of the

year. This 24j, megabit

scrolling fighter features the familiar block-by-block battles where

endless thugs move in to stop the good guys. Your advantage lies in

having a range of fighting moves,^including weapons and super moves,

1 plus the option to play with one of your friends in a two-player cooperative

lOTle. Capcom also added a two-player mode in which one character is

controlled by the computer, so you _ .

—

can attack with l • / j
*Tj l f| C A

two character^even
\
J'jJ

^
„\ \

~l~\ I f • jl .

when playing ;

ailone.
'

Back for more brutality is Mike Haggar and his side-kick,

Guy. Joining the heroes of Metro City are newcomers Dean

and Lucia. In this round, the Skull Cross gang has become a

plague on the city, causing riots and mayhem.

One improved element over previous Final Fight

games is better A.I. for the regular baddies. They don't

come at you with the same mindless attack time after

time. Instead, they may rush you or attack from another

location. All the elements are here for a classic fighter and

Final Fight fans will want to check it out.

The boys of summer could' have used this game in the

dugout to keep things interesting during the seventh

inning stretch, except Frank Thomas Big Hurt Baseball for

Game Boy is just coming out now, at the end of the year.

What the ball players and game players have missed is

the best baseball game for Game Boy ever, and possi-

bly one of the best sports games around. Big Hurt in

the small package delivers big league action, espe-

cially from the mound. Two placement controls

allow you to pitch anywhere in or out of the

strike zone with a fast ball, splitter or change up thrown at one of three speeds. The

hits just keep on coming with the MLBPA license that includes all the players and their

stats from the '94 season, exhibitions, season games with a password feature, a home
run derby, play-offs and an All-Star game. This is a big league winner all the way. The

animation may look simple at first, but the development team at Acclaim and Real

Time Associates know the game and what's important. You can start warming up for

the new season when this one hits the shelves late this month, or in early January.
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#he first game
ever to use the

SA-1 co-processor

chip for the Super

NES comes from

Black Pearl, a label of

T*HQ, by-way 1 of1 EA<|
Sports. The eight cours-

es on this tour include

major PGA sites such as

Avenel, Las Colinas, River

Highlands, Sawgrass, Scottsdale, Southwind, Summerlin, and The

Woodlands. The SA-1 chip was used for calculating the flight of the ball,

not to increase the graphic realism of the game, but the graphics faithful-

ly represent the different courses, just as in the EA Sports original PGA
games, players can practice or play tournaments, s.kins chal-

lenges, match play, or have a shoot-out. There's even a driving

range where- ydtf can sharpen up your wood work and a

putting green where you can tap in some practice putts. The

battery-backed memory saves your round in progress for up

to four players, and you can pass one controller around or use

two controllers. This may be one of -the most challenging

. Instead of concentrating on the boats as in the Virtual

Boy version of Waterworld, and the atolls in the Super

NES pak, ! this game takes place both underwater and

above. When you're all wet, it's a matter of swimming,

gathering ammo and starfish, and shooting or avoid-

ing enemies such as&harks. On dry ground (or what

passes for dry ground in Waterworld) you

run, climb, swing from over-

hangs and
collect items.

Waterworld
for Game Boy

may be more

traditional than the ver-

sions we've seen for Virtual

Boy and the Super NES, but

it is also pretty well done.

Look for it in December.
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No, this isn't Tetris meets Bomberman. Tetris Blast began

life as a Super NES game called Bomblis from Bullet-proof

Software. The idea behind Tetris Blast would make an

amoeba look complex, but the hidden elements of the

game make it one of the hardest to put down since Tetris.

Players fill in the lines, as in Tetris, with the tetrad blocks,^ but the tetrads may contain small

red bombs. A group of four small
pffsrs

recj bombs transform into one

—
; ^ I

super bomb. When a line with a

O bomb in it disappears, the bombs

11

I

I explode, destroying other blocks

-* around them. The strategy is to

1-1? create lots of big bombs, then slip—J in a tetrad to set them all off and

clear the stage for mass points.

lajor title of the season finally made it in to Pak Watch in its finished form.

Hi's movie starring (the voices of) Tom Hanks and Tim Allen. The game turns

rchabit^gf puzzle with rendered

some arehe best around. The

low any minds, younger

Toy

1°) difference. With ”
/^'r

^ittle this
!* if

should in* on

^shelves before the ;s ^

end of the holiday
; J

BREAKING NEWS
L W- r r ' The 9ame l*131 launched Game Boys into millions of hands

^ 1 I
* ^ will also appear on Virtual Boy in 1996 thanks to a deal

between Nintendo, Elorg and Bulletproof Software of Japan.

The 3-D version of Tetris uses the world-famous falling block action in a

captivating puzzle in which your task is to fill levels of a 3-D well or to recreate 3-D shapes. No

date has been set for the release of the game, but don't expect it before 1996.

SSl

<r 1

1

¥
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MARK DAVIS’;
THE FISHING

\MASTER
Mark Davis may be to the world of angling what

Michael Jordan is to basketball, but his bass fish-

ing game from Natsume isn’t the catch of the

day. This tourna-

ment style fish-n-

fun-fest simplifies

the whole process

of bass fishing,

from choosing a

likely hole to reel-

ing in the prize.

Unfortunately, in trying tO make the game sim-

ple, the developers also made it less challenging.

The Fishing Master

limits movement
to preselected

locations on the

tournament lake.

Even more dis-

tracting, you

always face the

shore from about

the same distance. Once you've tied on the lure

and cast toward shore, the view switches to a

split screen in which the lower screen shows a

side view of the lure in the water. If a fish strikes,

one push of the A Button sets the hook, then

you reel it in. One good thing about the Fishing

Master is that you won't waste hours wondering

if there are any fish out there as in some bass

video games. You'll catch plenty of bass, but

some of them may be pretty puny. If you're like

us, you may end up asking yourself, does the

world really need another Super NES bass game?

If you can't get enough bass, Natsume should

release this one by the end of December.

ZOOPt *
Zoop for Game Boy packs four-way puzzle

action onto the portable system for people

who just can't get enough frustration no mat-

ter where they are. Like the Super NES game,

also brought to you from Viacom New Media,

Zoop for the Game Boy places your shooter at

the center of the action. As blocks stack toward

you from four sides, you must shoot away the

blocks, but only the appropriately shaded guns

will do any good. The challenge starts early and

lasts, with three main game modes: Continual,

Level and Multi. Like a certain electric bunny,

the Continual

mode just keeps

on going and

going and going.

Level play gives

flayers a taste of

Victory, but only

for a second

before a newer, tougher puzzle flashes onto the

screen. The Multi - player mode works only with

Game Linked Game Boys, not with two con-

trollers an‘d,the Super Game Boy. The only lapse

in the creation of Zoop may be that it isn't a

Super Game Boy game, but Viacom probably

figured that you opuld pick up the Super NES

version if you wanted some home time multi-

player action. They could be right. Zoop should

be in the stores any day. If you like puzzles and

a challenge, check it out.

THE GETAWAY *
High-scoring pinball with a high speed theme

races onto the Game Boy scene from Williams.

The Getaway features fast pinball action with

multiple balls in play, scores that reach the tens

of millions, and even a special Video Mode in

which the game switches to a driving game. In

the Video Mode, suddenly you're at the wheel of

a car racing down a highway filled with traffic.

As long as you can avoid hitting any of the other

cars, you'll wrack up points. The speed of The

Getaway may leave many other Game Boy pin-

ballers in the dust. Unfortunately, the game
doesn't have Super Game Boy enhancements.

December
should be

the month
when The

G e t a wa y
makes its

debut.

’TOYS IN THE
ATTIC
Revolution X isn't the only major news from

Glen Cove, NY this month. In a major move,

Acclaim entered into agreements to acquire

two of the premier game developers in the
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world —Sculptured Software of Utah and

Probe Entertainment out of the U.K.

Sculptured's previous hits have included the

Super Star Wars series for JVC and Mortal Kombat

and Mortal Kombat 2 for Acclaim. Probe devel-

oped classic action games such as Alien
3
, Batman

Forever and judge Dredd for Acclaim. The pool of

talent these

acquisitions

represent is

truly impres-

sive. The team

at Sculptured

stunned the

world with the

special effects

in NCAA Basketball, which it developed for

Nintendo. The Mode 7, behind the player per-

spective of NCAA proved that the Super NES

was capable of feats never before seen in video

games. Probe has shown the world some classy

games as well, like the fast, realistic action of

FIFA Soccer and the excellent animation in

Alien
3

. So what does it mean for you? Expect a

mountain of magic from,Acclaim. ^

JUST WIRED m
On September 9th, Square Soft, Nintendo
Company Ltd. and Just System announced

that they would jointly found a new company
with capital resources of about five million dol-

lars. Square would control 70%, NCL 20% and

Just System 10% pf the new joint venture com-
pany. If you haven't been typing in Japanese

recently, you might not know that Just System

is a leading Japanese PC software company spe-

RELEASE
FORECAST

Cutthroat Island

Dragon Warrior VI

Final Fight 3
The Fishing Master
Gargoyles
Maui Mallard
Mega Man X3
Pinocchio
Pocahontas
Revolution X
Scooby Doo Mystery
Mario RPG
Toy Story
Whiz

Fall '95

Summer ‘96

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Winter ‘96

Spring ‘96

Fall '95

Spring ‘96

Spring ‘96

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Spring ‘96

Fall ‘95

Winter ‘96

Mighty Morphin Power Rangers Winter ‘96

Nester's Funky Bowling Winter ‘96

3-D Tetris Winter ‘96

FIFA Soccer ‘96

Frank Thomas Big Hurt Baseball
The Getaway
Mortal Kombat 3
NBA Live ‘96

NHL ‘96

Tetris Blast

Winter ‘96

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall ‘95

Fall '95

Winter ‘96
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Rock and roll will never die~a..u» nm meic. Jie, blit it

r take a pounding in this awe-
le, tfreafle shooter. .

than a ! pig in mud. (In fact, it has
pigS irymud.) It’s Playmate?’ ”

i

incredibly hilarious seqilel to *
j

parthWorm Jim, and Nintendo
J

Pov^er will bring you the full
L

scoop^You-provide tljie bucket.)

"That’s just for'starters in this mom
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EveiyTear our Power numbers
score the big haul with a special

January issue, and this year it’s

,
greater than ever. Our 1 6-page
exclusive section covers the
hottest upcoming games and
gives you a lookjiehind the

seenes at Disney and' Ken GrifXe^
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BACK ISSUES
These Nintendo Power issues are available individually. Add
them to your collection! They contain these exciting reviews:

Volume 63 (Aug. '94): Stunt Race FX, Lord ofthe Rings-
Vol. I, King of the Monsters ‘2, The Death and Return of

Superman.An American Tale: Fievel Goes West, Sonic

Blastman 2, Disney's Beauty and the Beast (NES),Cool Spot

(Game Boy). Itchy &Scratchy in MiniatureGolf Madness.

Robo Gop vs. The Terminator(Game Boy).

Volume 64 (Sept. ’94): Mortal Kombat II,Super
BontlxTinan 2. Pocky& Rocky 2, Blackthorne, Aerobiz

Supersonic, Vortex.Shein's Revenge, Taz-Mania (Game Bov),

The Makingof Donkey KongCountry, Killer Instinct

Volume 65 (Oct. '94): Super Punch Out!!, Final Fantasy III,

Maximum Carnage, Mighty Morphin Power Rangers(Super
NES). Pac Man 2. illusion of Gain. Brain Lord, Mega Man V
(Game Boy). Mortal Kombat II (Game Boy). Yogi’s Gold
Rush. Donkey Kong Country preview, Cruis'n USA preview.

Volume 66 (Nov. '94): Donkey Kong Country, Sparksicr,

EarthwormJim. Filial Fantasy III, IndianaJones' Greatest

Adventures. SuperAdventure Island II, Wild Snake.Contra:

The Alien Wars (Game Boy), Killer Instinct preview. Mortal

Kombat II ctxles.

Volume 67 (Dec. '94): Demon'sCresl.EarthwormJim.Zero

the Kamikaze Squirrel,Super Return of thejedi. Uniracers,

Tin Star. Wario's Wbods (NES), Samurai Shodown (Game
Boy), Wario Blast (Game Boy),Casino Funpack (Game Boy).

Volume 68 (Jan. ’95): The Lion King, Robotrck, The
Adventuresof Batman & Robin, Pitfall: The Mayan
Adventure,Street Racer. StarTrek: Starfleel Academy,

Animaniacs, NBA Jam (Game Boy), Daffy Duck: The Marvin

Missions, Madden 'Ob (Game Boy).

Volume 69 (Feb. ’95): Mega Man X2, Kirby's Dream
Course.The Lion King(Pan 2), Sports Scene, Wolverine,

seaQuest DSV, Desert Strike: Return to the Gulf (Game Boy).

Super Punch Out!!, Donkey Kong Land preview.

Volume 70 (Mar. '95): NBAJam Tournament Edition,

Metal Warriors,Speedy Gonzalez, Tetris& Dr. Mario,

Hagane.The Incredible Hulk.Bubsy II. King Arthur& The
KnightsofJ ustice preview, EarthBound preview.

Volume 71 (April. ’95): StarGalc.Spider-Man: The
Animated Series. Addams Family Values,The Lion King,

Sports Scene. Mario's Picross,NBAJam Code Special, I -atest

Newson the Ultra 64. Banana Bucks, Secret of Evermore.

Volume 72 (May. ‘95): Kirby's Dream land 2.True Lies,

Justice League Task Force,The Flintstoncs, Warlix k, Porky

Pig's Haunted Holiday, Fatal Fury Special. PGA European
Tour. Mortal Kombat III Sneak Preview. X-Band Modem,
Nintendo Power Online.

Volume 73 (June. '95): WeaponLoid,EarthBound,Star
Trek: Deep Space Nine, Dirt Trax FX, Super Turrican 2,

Prehistorik Man.Jungle Strike, Rise of the Phoenix,Super

NES Killer Instinct Sneak Preview, Virtual Boy, I .ife Fitness,

Ultra 64 revealed.

Volume 74 (July. ’95): Donkey Kong Land,Judge Dredd,
Nosferalu.Jungle Strike, Animaniacs, Power Instinct,

S.W.A.T Kitts, Power Rangers-The Movie, World Heroes

2 Jet. E3 Report,ACM Programming,SportsScene, RPGs
injapan.

Volume 75 (Aug. '95): Virtual Boy Special, Mario'sTennis,

Galactic Pinball.Teleroboxer, Mario Clash, Yoshi's Island:

Super Mario World 2, Street Fighter II, Phantom 2040, Ninja

Gaiclen Trilogy, ]udge Dredd, Arcade Classics, Earthworm

Jim. ChronoTrigger.Secret of the Stars, DigipenGame
ProgrammingCollege.

Volume 76 (Sept. ’95): Killer Instinct. Doom. Red Alarm,

VB Golf, Casilevania: Dracula X,The Mask, Dragon: The
Bruce Lee Story, Galaga/Galaxian, Donkey Kong Land 2,

TheSyndicate, ChronoTrigger, Romance of theThree
Kingdoms IV, H. Lincoln& M. Arakawa profile.

Volume 77 (Oct. '95): Super Mario World 2: Yoshi's Island,

Batman Forever. Primal Rage,AAAHHB Real Monsters

Mega Man 7, Vertical Force, Panic Bomber, Aladdin (Game
Boy), Civilization, Secret of Evermore. Super Mario RPG
preview, Sports Scene.

Volume 78 (Nov. '95): Mortal Kombat 3, Spidemian and
Venom: Separation Anxiety, Big Sky Trooper, Boogcrman,
Zoop, Waterworld for Virtual Boy. Virtual League Baseball.

Killer Instinct,Super Return of thejedi, Defender/Joust.

Wizard's Realm,Secret of Evermore, Anniversary

Celebration, Sports Scene.

Use the Back Issue/Tip Book Order Form in this issue to

order past Nintendo Power issues and books, or call our
Consumer Service department at 1-800-255-3700 to
order by phone with Visa or MasterCard.

f TheY s<*

bucks when * Vj
you or some- F
one who really

likes you buys a

Super Game Boy TV * ^

at participating
\ \

1

retailers. Look for all the details in the \ } \>-
packet arriving in the mail, or check out the airplay 'at co

er retail outlets. Any other deal is just a lump (ti coa\. <
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


